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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 A YEAR HOPKINSVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY. KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1887. VOLUME XVIII. NO 15.
TKIN
Talks Half so Loud or Half so Strong as
LOW PRICES!
Couple this with Honest Goods and you have precisely the basis on
which we ask your patronage SHOPWORN and SHODDY GOODS are
dear at any price. These we do not keep or sell. Behind every article
we offer is our reputation arid guarantee.
Endless Variety of Dry-Goods, Notions, Cloaks,
Ladies' and Men's Furnishing Coods.
We have secured the most elegant and extensive line of the above goods ever brought
to Hopkinsville.
While others are complaining about dull track. our business increases each week.
Lively prices make a lively business,
All Goods Marked in Plain Figures.
Money refunded if not satisfactory. N. V. Office, No, 50; Worth St., Room 3,
13.A.SSMI'T ck CO
4 JUST LET US WEPER
4
A
•
that it will do you good to see our big stock of
ASJIL41-0 "I9L1F1.131..CTIC:01\763
consisting of the latest styles and best qualities at prices nobody cares to meet. People arc
saving money and securing the best by purchasing from our seasonable line of choice se-
lections in
NI EN'S 8E, BOY'S CLOTHING
And Gent's Furnishing Goods.
We have an immense variety in all our depat ttnentS. The leading novelties and stan-
dard styles of the season. Prices the lowest ever known for first-class goods. All our
goods marked in plain figures; no signs that have a different meaning for every one who
asks. Everything in plain black and white.
V.
WE DO NOT CREDIT.
Our prices are cash prices, and the lowest to be had anywhere. Give us a call; inspect our
goods, and don't forget that there will be no hard times for you if you buy of
FrYM& W.A.LTON,
1-3(C)3PIICII\TViNTIMAI.A113,
2 Doors from Bank of Hopkinsville.
Garner's-:-City-:-Pharmacy,
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
--Oite of the largest and moot elegant edifices in the city,
New and Complete in All Its Departments.
14 ;artier, of the old firm of Wish I Garner, who for many years !d the leading drug trade Is
wetter. I: y having purchased Dr. tastes interest, is now sole proprietor of the new house. Ho
en] use at. tila and ability to Increase, if possible, the high reputation of the old ern, for fan
cleaning, competency and reliability, by keeping
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
• nd stock of tbe hem 
slileiftit
y in all isseartaseats of the trade, at tbe lowest prices. Drugs. Paints and
Otto of every kind, EWIN WILLIAMS' (Agitates...sta.:It PAINT/4, Patent Medicines,
the beat and room poeetter steelL
Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment,
Mariulketured to order Is an,' elnifdliv• A sure and safe remedy. Brie a- Brie, Novelties and Holiday
amide s aurtattY
. .
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded
-Al any hour of the Day Or Nlibt.
liZz. C. 2r. 9017-2-1../Y, Mute Pi1adelpkia Miriam
H. B. GARNER,
Suceevaor to c; 1. 1440s
A DOLLAR SAVED
B
A DOLLAR MADE!
And one way to cave and make a dollar Is to vi.it
MITCHELL'S NEW SHOE STORE,
o. 3, Main at, Next Door to Latham's.
A Complete Assortment of all
Grades of
-AND •-
Boots & shoes. Full Stock
GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS AND HATS.
All marked at the lowest peroutIbie figures and sada at
01\T= PISMO= TO
We an suit anybody both In goods and prieea and are alwisi s really o) .how our
gonde whether a pureinuie Is mule or not. Cellfatel nee its before toe buy
REMINISCE THE PLACE,
MITCEIEMIAIA' SEES.
Pictures, Frames
AND
ARTISTS' MATERIALS.
• full stock f Book,. atationery. and Sehool Supplies. Orders by mail promptly attendeeMead mitiefeetioe guaranteed. (heaped hone, In the country.
411 Main Si.
XilirCIPIW.
I.
IEVANSVILLS, IND
PIROS&Orgilm
= as "y- Teriza.s..
We furnish hundreds of homes yearly with One
Pianos and Organs, and allow cur
.touters to pay in small month-
ly or quarterly payments.
Steinway & Sons,
Pecker Brothers,
Hanes Brothers,
J.& C. Fischer,
AND OTHERS.
Rosewood, Ebonized, Walnut,
AND 110HOCIAN V CASES. SPECIAL
DESIGNS MADE TO OHISEK.
010111S1SHONINCER.NAMILTON.ESTEY.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.,
236 Fourth.
Louisville, : : K.
Choice Styles cf Organs for the Bit-
ting Room, Library and Hall.
Livery and Feea
-STABLE-
T. L. limIth, Prop%
Hopkinsville, - - Hy.
li,1;:rtge and roomy suable isised. ample accom mods
1101111114. Special a fare's))
vg 11/1-'41101,11114 and vehicles 
ttention
 allivgetg. outsto
cm %hose connection everywhere.
JOB WORK
Neatly and promptly wreentea a
Timis Ortic.5415
DYSPEPSIA.
IS OA mietee experietived w lien we su ;ttenly
boil me aware I het we piece** a disholicel
al raligement call if it MOM ach. 1 he stunt suit is
the reservoir from w he ti every I. e and tissue
Dime hie o. it md any trouble well it is
soon felt thr ugliont the whole system Among
• dezen il peptice no two will heve the same
predominant ayIllytemns It) Opepl le • of aetive
mental! p.wer end a iii bit, tetnperament are
sioa-et to wick Iteadarb; timAr. fleshy and
ph eginatic have _sesettpattliess, aline th •
thin soil nem otis ire &ballooned to aimless' r
lwrebedliem•• Petite ilyapeptPs tire Si.,,
f wee. ful ; other. have great irritalitli
by of tem. et
It hat •ver f. run iI seep's,' niny tette, ohs thing
Is rertsin,
1 hu uncIrtlyirig cause is In the
IVES,
and lie lh ne more is egenily certain, no one
wet rei Mu a dyspeptic who will
It will counter
Avid ty iii thu f•han
sett.
Expel foul sate., AI
Ire iii Lu r.. Ami•
Digestion, a• at the
*Awe lima
.
Start the beer to Working, when all other
troubles soon disappear.
'My wife WP.s a conattneti dyspept•c seine
three year. ago by the advice ol Dr Steiner. ti
Augusta she was induced to try Simi. on Li er
Iteguletor I feel grateful for i he relief It Coo
given her, and may all wi 0 read this and are
&Meted in any *a whither chronic t,o• other
at C. Use hIlltnione Liver Hegula or end 1 feel
nfident hot ili a ill hi' J.( stor”d to all who will
lie adviseil."-W xi. M. Reese, Fort Valley. tia
See that youciet thegenuine
with itd Zoo front if M 1314 Pr.
11110'4111W ost 1 SI
J. H. ZEILIN a CO.. Philadelphia, Pa
2A4,.„. et' teentoriso -CU-PI-A tests instituted between La.eu.pi.and other blood remediesprove conclusively that listands without a peer. Wclaim for La-en-pi-a shoot uInfallIbilty for any disease to
(Actin is recommended, and a failure I
ny case is utterly imporsible, Damns. Sere
la, Syphilis, in every stage, Chronic Rhein
(lam, RunnIng Sores, Ulcers, Swell,
Abscesses caused by Hip Diseeme, or Carte
nrbilble Parasites, all tii•ery Skin Disease
nd unnatural dleellarges are Immediatel
ontrolled by Le-en-pt-a end a positive cu
s the Inevitable reset' t.
" For seven years i was al most one mass o
rruptIon.Deepangrysores had eaten dow
) my bacIt-bone, my body and limbo we
vemsd with levee, my Ilps, Matti and throa
massy destroyed by them, given up to di
the hest phy Wiens of Columbus. Weigh
but eighty pounds, reduced to the verge o
ho grave, thought I was dying. I then too
•en-plos, nothing else', took 20 bottles. Al
y sore. are bowled and 'I am as well as eye
n my life and weigh 125 _pounds,"
Man. MAUCH Er HARPER,
1.25 W. Court Bt. COLrMliell, Onto.
Sold by all druggists and dealers. CM pe
tie, 6 for 15.00. Rend for Dr. Hartman,
)ok, "The Ills of Life."sent free, and "Con
dentist Physician." on receipt of 15 cents.
B..&. B. II A RTM AN & CO., Columbus, 0
-Sold at Wholesale and Retail by-
H. B. GARNER, Hopkinsville, Ky.
ARBUCKIFS'
name on a package of COFFEE is a
guarantee of excellence
ARIOSA
COFFEE is kept in all first-class
stores from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
COFFEE
is never good when exposed to the air.
Always buy this brand in hermetically
sealed ONE POUND PACKAGES.
CAPITAL PRIZE, $150,000.
We do hereby certify- that we supervise the
Arrangements for all the Monthly and Semi-
Annual Drawing's of the Ltiutalana State Lot •
tery Company. &nil in person matinee sed con-
trol the Drawing* themselves, and that the sauce
are conducted wall hOnesii. fat mess. and in
good faith toward all parties. and we authoriee
the Company to use this certificate, with fac-
similes of our signatures attached, in its adver-
tisements."
Contualssi•ners.
We the undersigned Banks ant Bankers will
pay all Prized drawn in the Louisiana State
Lotteries which may be presented at our coun-
ters
-I. H. OGLESBY.
Pre•. Loati•lana National Hank.
P. LANACX,
Pros. state Neatens.' Hank.
A. BALDWIN,
Pres. New Orleans National Bank.
CARL KOHN,
Pres. Union National Hank.
IINPBECEDENTE- D ATTRACTION!
Over Half a Million Distributed!
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP'Y
Incorporated in lees for 35 veers by the Legis-
lature for Educational and Charitable purposes
with &capital of 51,000,000-to a hich a reserve
fund of over $550,000 hes since been added.
By an overwhelming popular vote its (ran-
chiee was made a part of the ',reseal State Con-
etitutioe adopted December 3.1, A D. INN.
The only Lottery ever yoted ou and It ndoreed
by the people er any State.
It never sea/es Or postpones,
Its Grand mingle Number Draw-
.5, take place monthly. and the grew' Semi
Annual Drawing* regularly every six mouth*
'June and December;
Aspiendid opportunity to win a fortune. Mit
Grand Dray/lug, Class K. in the Academy of
Music. New Orleans, Tuesday. OCT. 11
1557 -3111th Monthly Drawing
COITAL PRIZE $150.000.
egge•Notice- Tickets are Ten Dollars only.
Halves, $5. Fifths, $2. Tenths, $1,
I Capital Prize of $130,000 11150,000
i Grand " of sosioa 541,000
I " 44 of 20.000 20,000
I Large Prizes of 10,000 90,000
4 " •• of 5.000 20,000
90 PrIzeivof 1,000 20,000
Su " SOO 25,000
100 " 300 20,000
MIO " 200. 40,000
500 " 100 50,000
APPROXIMATION PHIZICS.
100 Apprixlination Prizes of 430u $110.000
130 do do 300 30,040
100 do lin 100 10,000
1000 Terminal do 50 50,000
1,17e prizes •MOti II tIll• to 1535.000
Application for rates to clubs atiould be made
only to the office of the Company en New Or.leans.
For further Information write clearly giving
full address. Postal Notes, Exprem Money Or.
ders, or New 1 ork Exchange in ordinary letter,
Currency by Express fat our expense) ad.(treated
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans. La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington. D. C
Addrem Registered Letters to
NRW ORLEANS nATIoNAL BANE,
New Orleans, 1.n
RFMEMB D That the preaelo••• of
n it Generals iteatiregard
and Early. who or in chnrge of the drrtwii.ga,
is a guar:toter of aleedut. faience.. and mt.*. ity,
that the elmneee are all eq iin I, and that no one
ran pooeibly divine what numbers will draw a
Prize.
BEM EMBER that the payment of Prizes
is GUAKAN rilko Fax *OEM Na.
'flIONAI. RANKS a New Orleans, and the
Tickets are signed by the President of an in-
stitution. whoee chartered right. are rerogniz-
ed in the highest Courts: therefore. beware of
any imitations or anoto mous schemes.
Sod); Entuky
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
35th Year Season Begins
Tuesday, September 6, 1887.
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN All..
DEPARTMENTS.
The Course of Study Embrace,
AR'I', SCIENCE, LETTERS, ENGI-
NEERING, NORMAL, COM-
-- - M ERC I A L and MI USIC
Both sexes admitt .1 to the Study Hall and
Rectlatmn Rooms. Tits is a sehool equal in all
re) pects trethe bed. Young ladies' Board with
the President in College Building Young gen-
tlemen In private families. Price of board,
moderate For further particulars, catalogues
Rte. address JAMES E. sionallx1r,
President.
Or Prof. MI. L. LIPSCOMB,
Viett.PrssId•at.
Kelitticky has 10 pensioners, who
are paid qiiarterlv 089 50.
Wichita, Kati as three of the
livelieet daily pa the West.
- 
_
It is rumored ashington that
Congress will be eft together it
November.
The Fartners-Re
timates the corn u
hundred million h
Coninilsolom r
Re‘e me Burt au, 41
tualyaltig the beer
try.
• of I ;Itivago, es-
1887 at thirteen
, the loternal
that be harlot.'
lily ut the corm-
HOli. 5. 5, COX no
sires the Chatrumns
Meting CoUltilitti e I
grew.
r expects nor &-
or the Ways and
to Fiftieth Con-
It is reported fr
a Kentucky Derma.
est the chief elerks
Dopes [went.
Washiugton that
ao been protnis
of the !ulterior
A promineet us
ellteot the Prefli lets')
urauk."
erstika at first.
ut cougresa se-
vItig become a
ere are always
A rich TexTis sin e as kidnap-
ped and take's:. • recently anti
only released %lieu ' s eon paid $16,000
to one of the betel.
The TortIlita Mhiilimg Cu. fraud Is
taking hi some of our State nue 'papers.
Thr brethren are too anxious tu 'mantle
bloated 1)44nd-holders.
_
James Gordon Bente ti said 1itib11.11
newrpaper Iii Paris, to b., 11,11.1* II the.
European Herald It will be modeled
alter the New Yurk Herald.
A packsgr cot Leaning several thou-11m1
dollars worth 01 jew4lry, %Well a_kiositon
Wail wee try hug to smuggle Into this
eountry, lots been stolen tr  the mails.
Sam Swift; is lecturing in U
Kentucky' on the subject "Get There"
(and lie does It in great shape. 11 het'
Mr. Joneb will filia:ly tendon this prop-
osition is not known.
A Wiciii-ta,-Keliels, olllp.Ii hail stied
her husband for Willey for the support
of' herself, under ml uew statute ill that
Stile. She Ilse only bet-it married 0111)
is few weeks. It Is perhaps the first
case of the kind on record.
weavers strike, begun about
two months ago in Louisville, has ended
by the strikers a ithdraw lug from the
Knights of Labor and geing to work at
die old wagt a. it is stated that the
Knights will order a boycott.
Gov. Buckner has appointed Hon. J.
R. Morton, of the Lafayette Cirruit
Court, a Pie clod Judge of the Rowan
ireuit Court to try the case Joints
ilarris, indicted for coarderatiug to kill
Judge A E. Cole. The court cuevenee
October 13,
The is lie 01 Pref. A, G. Hi sl, the hi-
ez.Lor, is perfectly deaf laud vs hen she
and lor husbatel are entertainialg a
company at dinner, without uttering a
word he telegraphs with Ilia lips nearly
every thitig that is said, and she cleverly
reads them as she would a book.
The weather department has thrown
a big damper on the G. A. R. pow wow
at St. Louis. 'The "vets" have been
trantping around in the rain and mud
ever alter they got there a1,41 about the
only people hi St. tOtlid a Ito are ei.joy-
ing tie thii g are the Lottl asd ealoou
keepers.
The Western Recorder, the leading
Baptist paper of the South, published In
has been sold to Rev. W. T.
Harvey-, of Harrodsburg, Ky. Dr. A.
C. Caperton, who fur more than sixteen
years edited tied owned the paper, re-
tires because the work requires too much
of him.
The decielon of the United States Cir-
cuit Court at R400.011 in the Bell tele-
phone litigation rests upon technical
grounds regardiug jurisdiction, and
does not deal with the Issue of the valid-
ity of the patents. Judge Colt holds
that the proper remedy in the case is
an infringement suit.
It Is very evident, from the initial
proceedings at the Grand Army en-
campment at St. Louis, that the better
portion of the ordt r are endeavoring to
suppress the Tuttle' and the Fairchild'
and to defeat, if pOesible, the attempt to
turn the organitation into a political
tuachitte. 'lids is the wieest course they
could take, and, if succeasful, will
strengthen the order materially with
the country at large.
Tenues)ee
Judge John P. Rea, of Minneapolis,
was elected Commander-in-Chief of the
Grand A..inv of the Republic.
'Flue State Convention of the Women's
Chrietiaii Temperative Union met at
Lexington, Ky Saturday, *Ili' Mrs. Geo.
W, Ituin was eiecte I President.
Capt. Joseph W. ROCS, one of the most
widely-known of the ante-bellum Ohio
and Mlaslasippl river steamboat men,
died Ill 1,4mieville, Monday, aged seven-
ty-Mile year's.
Mr. Rantoul Is to deliver SI sill reps
at the Pledinot Falr at, Atlanta mud Mr.
Carliale a III lipoid' a week later at the
State Fair at Macon. The war Is tray-
elitig South twain.
Clem Rawlings was shot arid killed at
Lebanon S..turdee while engaged lo a
difficulty with Eilg•tr and Frioik BeArd,
though it is not know') which of them
tired the Intel shot.
Judge Rem, the new Commander-in-
Chief of the G. A. It , was given a grand
reception on his return home to Min-
neat olio erid is enjaying a full-11,4 lg d
bootu for Congress
Presidem Cleveland Is the first Detno-
erotic Prtoblent to visit tanliatiapolis
Wrier M rtin Vow IS,1
latter having made a tour Including that
city, and treveling In a I 044th.
The tribes In Territory are op-
posed to the allotment of iellife It. sever-
e11) 51.1 the t30110. 41.1e11 hieekleg up of
tribal relatioiso. ti comes alone
*mein the tiew order 4.1 tiling*.
The quertion ul sun.. sluing $150,000
to the capital stock o; the Perils, Frank.
Ant and Georgetown railroad hutus been
submitted to the eit12 helot Bath county,
the election to ot.a:iir November 5.
The bones ot a mastodon have been
unearthed at Moot esville, Mo. Four of
the teeth Neighed twelve pounds each,
and art said to be larger than any of
thote in the Smitheouian Institution.
'I be next hational encampment of the
Grand Army ef the Republic will be
held at Colutubus, Old°. This was prob-
ably ibtentled As a perstnial cuutplimetit
to booernor Eoraker, aud wee about the
only Ube he received.
Mr. '1'. h. A Initial/II, a soo-resii.ent
capitaltet, has a monopoly in the grave-
* rd busitiebe at Owensboro and has
been deutanding such high pricea fur the
"six foot or earth that makes us all of
one kiwi" that there is talk of al/ typo-
"aim' cemetery.
frieud. oh Lavv. lee, of Virgioia,
state positively that lie will be a candi•
date tor the S nate. Hun J. S. Barbour
and Hutt John Goode are alb° candi-
dates. It the Republicans cairy the
State, Malome, of course, a id order his
eervaote to return him.
Indicationb point to UM atiandoement
ot the lease 14. a cm ul working cutiviets
in Georgia. If existieg leases are an-
nulled 200 cotivicuf will be unemployed.
It is proposed that the Legislature em-
power the State to purchase farms on
which to employ them.
Anatnig the thirty-live widows peusion-
ed because of the services of their form-
er husbande in the Revolutionary war,
are Mrs. Sarah Crutolter, of nue Point,
Ky., aged eighty-seven, and Mrs. Sallie
Heath, of Tateaville, Ky., aged eighty-
The statv Meta Hiatt Secretary Beyard
will be Prreident pro tem. during the
abeelice of Mr. Clevelaud is a mistake.
Under the provision oh the Presidential
Succession Bill, that contingency does
not occurtemly when the President is
out of the United States.
W. E. F. Millburn, a member oh the
Tenneraee Legislature from Green coun-
ty, East Tentiesaee, shot and killed
young man wanted William Ward at
Greenville Saturday. The killing re-
butted trotn utterances of Millburn in
a speech opposing the prohibitiou
atnendwent.
John Swinton has declined the Social-
istic nomination for Seeretaty of State,
In New York, on the ground of ill health
and the necessity of mending lila private
affairs, which, he says, have been ruined
during his devotion oi the cause of labor.
J. Edward Hall, a machiniat and Knight
of labor, was chosen it) his place.
The Committee on Resolutions of the
Grand Army of the Republic reported
adversely Vandervoort's resolution cen-
suring the President for vetoing the De-
pendent Pension Bill, and wee Kuotamed
by a vote of 318 to 175. Title action Is
tribute to deceitcy for which the 318 are
by tentacled to the respect of the country.went "wet" Thursday.
from 10,000 to 15,000, Montgoulery I ',even citizens ot Arkansas
my giving about 2,000 
insj ri 
ty age list
Prohibition amentlineut. When Ten-
nessee goes "dry " the drosth will se-
riously affect Kentucky along the line
where "Robertson County" has been
wont to flow over and mingle with our
"Bourbon." The Govertior of Ken-
tucky will now probably say to the
Governor of Tentteeeee, Ate., ate.
The President states that he is not to
he considered as preparing a bill for the
reduction of tariff duties, as he does not
care to be placed' in the attitude of in-
terfering with the powers and privileges
of the legislative branch of the Govern-
ment. He says, however, that he re-
gards the highest duty ot the Democrat-
ic House to he the reduction of Gave,
and when the proper time arrives, he
will plaiuly express hitneelf cot the sub-
ject.
In reply to an Alabama delegatiou
who waited on him the other lhay to urge
the appointtnent of a gentlemait from
that State to the vacant JustIcealiip of
the Supreme Court, President Cleveland
said: "All of the parties named are men
of the highest character, mid likes% i.e
Judge Semmes, of Louielatot, %hoer
name idle been also mentioned in this
comiection. But the new epapers
throughout the country seem to hive
already made dile appiollitineet for ine,
and I am soinee bat embai rause() ill con-
sequence, since I do not care to make an
Issue with tile press on tido matter."
The inters redid's') plseed upon the
President's remarks is that the kielectioh
has already been Blade, and that Secre-
tary LAniar is the foi twists. party.
_  
John Pierce, a ftlf (fiber of die notori-
ous Turner gang, who was suspected of
the murder of Howard Monroe, of Yel-
low Crick, In Bell county, Ky , last Sat-
urday eight, was overtaken by a Sheriff
and posse Wednesday near the Pet ne of
him crime and riddled with bullets. lie
was overteken in the road with a
friend, Thomas Ilendersoe, an-
other of the 'ruttier gang.
He was entered to holt, but turned
on the Sheriff, firieg tlo-le allots, one of
them slightly wr until: g a Deputy Sher-
iff. The posse then opebed fire on the
youeg desperat'o sett wounded him in
several places. lie v;111 die. Hender-
son escaped at Ihe time, w ith a slight
flesh w4 um,uh hi the shoulder. Ile was af-
terward arre•od mid lodged in the Pine-
ville jilt tor complicity lit the tin:tater of
Yoe-ae.
have brought suit agalnet the Iron
Mouhtain Railroad Company for dams-
gee rangitig front $3,000 to 45,000, the
whole amount sued for amounting to
wore than $150,000. grouedsot the
suit are that the plaintiffs were side-
tracked at Newport, Ark., July 4 and
remained there many beers.
Cleveland, Ohio, has the champion
electric sensation of die day. Miss Mary
Harmon, a plump, roey-cheeketi young
woman of failleteen,was walking through
an electric-light establishment with her
affianced. A wire from het: bustle had
worked through her outer clothing and
touched an electric Wire at the moment
when her hand meted oil a bit of iron,
completing a circuit. Mlee Harmon fell
to the floor paralysed. She has partial-
ly recovered only to find her hair gray,
her plump form shrunken lied her face
indicating a woman of sixty-five.
'file Presidential party got 44 from
Wsalthigtoti at 10 o'clock Friday morn-
ing. The party conaiets of nine se rsons,
uuamely : The Preeldent, Mrs. Cleveland,
Col, Lamont, 51r. Wilson 1V. Bissell, of
Buffalo, Mr. Cleveland's former law
partner; Dr. Joseph F. Bryant, of Al-
bany, who was a member of the tnilitacry
staff when Mr. Cleveland was Governor
of New York; Mr. 'I'. F'. Bickford, of
the Associated Press; Mr. P. V. Degraw,
of the United Prete' Aeaociation; Mrs.
Cleveland's maid and the Presideot's
valet. A picked crew of experieuced
train men and railroad officials accompa-
ny the train.
Hon. B. E. 11111 has asouttied the du-
ties of Adjutant General of Kentucky,
with Cul. S. S. Anderaon as Clerk.
Capt. Earnest McPherson, of the Louis-
ville Legion, is appointed Lieuteuant
Colonel on the staff of Gov. Buckner,
and apsigned to duty as Judge Advocate
General of the Kentucky State Guard.
Dr. 1). W. Yandell, Surgeon of the
Louisville Legion, has been commis-
sioned by the Governor as Surgeon Gen-
eral. The officers of the Third Regi
merit art-Colonel, M. II. Crump,
Bowling Green; Major, J. C. Barclay,
RusgellvIde; ilejor, R. W. 'Coviegton,
Bowling Green; Chaplale, J. L. Cald-
well, Bowling Green; Surgeon, F. It
Clark, Lexington; Adjutant, A. M.
Rutledge, Louisville; Quarterittaeter, J.
G Ellis, Hopkitieville ; Seargeant Major,
II. H. Abereathy, Ilopkinsville; Drum
Major. Pat Dugan, Bowling Green;
Quartermaster Seargeant, R 1'. Kw-
batik, Bowling Green.
LEITilLMOD ROUSH.
A Romance of the Early Days
in Hoosierdom.
/31r as. T.A•le"1....0 le.
(Copyrighted, 1517, by The 4. 1‘.11.42 vete*
paper Company.]
citArTrit
nanateo.
SueeeetlinX the two day of advent-
ure And nights of MarY01011A sights
and sounds recorded heretofore was a
ii hub week of wild revel. Springtime
Its it Wits, there watt n succession of
dances ntiti parties at old Bogus
Lentherwood's such as had not been
g.%en since lie sold the hirgest drove
of horsee ever taken out of the Sand-
town Cirouit --and that was three
years ago, when Polly was just thir-
teen.
On Saturday Buck haul gone and re-
tnrned. On Tuesday morning Mr.
Martin had gotten back. And a few
hours later Mr Hunter Smith rode into
town. took dinner at Ilogusses, loafed
round tho court-house and the bar-
room ala afternoon, and then rode
away again before supper.
-I'm a watchun you, my good tel-
ler," Buck Leatherwood said, jerking
his head sidewise after Hunter Smith.
blame notion to have I'm jerk
(arrested) fur 0111(101.n rout' the bed-
room that night. Jim. I wawnt
"But there's the dance to-night,
litiek. Mono lit, I (oat miss the
dance," I say in the last degree of
expostulatory reintouhrttnee of my so.
eial obligations.
'Shore enough." 1 can't neither.
I guess they won't be nodattee to
inorry night, shorely! Then I gucas we
in watch that feller the way he'd on
to he watched."
But the next night, and the next, and
the next there were dances and socials,
or "plays" as we Santitown folks called
them.
There was n dance for Mr. Martin,
and one for Judge Barks, and another
for Major Griggs, another for Joe El-
let, and yet another for Bill Shipley,
who had been away with Mr. Martin
lately; then one for See, Dary. and
the "wind-up" for old Bogus Leather-
wood himself.
What tired days of forenoon sleep-
ing! And what gay nights of sound-
ing fiddles, and inspiring "calls," and
exhilarating scraping of new gaiters
over the hard oak floor of Bogus' din-
ing
-room!
Not altogether nights of unalloyed
pleasure and social triumph, either.
There were sonic heart-burnings at
certain acts that looked very much as
if a certain young lady preferred the
agile, agreeable and gay Mr. Mertin
to-well to anybody.
Not only so, but Judge Barks and
Sy Go-uns and old Major Griggs very
persistently sought out Polly Leather-
wood and danced with her whenever
they could do so by any chance what-
ever. I think if 'it had not been for
Fan Go-uns, who was a very skillful
dancer and knew every "figure" that
our Sandtown fiddlers called-as well
u if she had invented them, bless von
have gone hdi7h Inurder in ifieit
week. As it was, Fan had volunteered
to instruct me. and I had graciously
nccepted her offer, after becoming con-
vinced from actual observation that
she was a competent instructor. And
this the more readily that Polly had
shown some impatience and annoys
since at the very awkward mistakes I
made in a few of the strange and in-
tricate "ligures" thrown at me in the
high key of the first-fiddler who per-
formed the unusual feat of "leading"
tied calling simultaneously.
Mounted upon a square table
brought over from the bar of the court-
room by the courtesy of the judge and
the active assistance of the sheriff,
Jeff Tolliver, the fiddler, seated in n
"split-bottomed" chair, was no more
potentate than Fan was in her smaller
domain of the "set" in whielt she
danced. Disputed questions of execu-
tion of a particular "change" were re-
ferred to her. and promptly settled to
the satisfaction of all concerned. But
It was after my own correct troining
that she iooke-il with the greatest vigi:
lance and unwearied perseverance.
Every morning at daybreak she
would say, as she deftly tied her bon-
net-strings under her somewhat heavy
chin:
"Now ef they's another dame to-
night I'll learn you how to go thoo
thattair change that he was thess a
eallun when we broke up. lour'e a
do-tin tit-strata! You'll git ut all atter
e spell, ef you keep on. H-yander's
Polly Ann n waitun fur somebody.
Reckon you better go to 'ea"
And then site would take sister Liz's
left arm-Buck always bad the right
arm-and looking Leek and smiling as
fur as site could see me, she would
walk off as briskly and as fresh as if
she had been resting all the time espe-
Vially for this walk. Beyond a doubt,
Fanny- Gossins you saved me from
much opportimity for gloomy con-
templation of somebody's giddiness
Great and rapidly growing giddiness,
in the opinion of many more people
than me. Dancing and talking and
laughing with that fellow Martin, that
all the town was crazy ttbout. Taking
a long walk with him up to the little
old churchyard in the woods a mile
and a half from Sandtown if it was a
foot! And then going a fishing with
him in a jack-boat! That was
the crOwning offense. Girls didn't
go fishing with men in jack-boats those
days. What had come over Old Bogus
Leatherwood? Where Was lint jeal-
ousy? Where was his superlative vigi-
lance of former times? I would spetik
to Buck about it, only the fellow is
asleep all day with the exception of an.
hour or two before supper, %hen he is
galloping about the wooded hollows
east of Sandtown, or dawn to the
lower ferry Where Martin and Hunter
Smith had spent the afternoon fiddling
and dancing for the amusement of the
community of the lower ferry and its
contiguous territory.
So I must needs to talk to Polly
herself. And, not being able to catch
her out of the company of some of her
many rehnirers. I resolve to attack her
in her strougholul and when she shall
have not more than fairly dressed for
the evening's entertainment
So going in I happened to meet
Bogus Leather wood himself. He is
actually whistling; rind, taking heart
from this unusual indication of placid-
its'. I make bold to ask him where
Polly is. And actually he tells me
that he doesn't know; and adds that
I am younger than he, and can run
and hunt her up if I want to see her!
Again, what had (lune over Bogus
Leatherwood? Ilad les reached the
point where dotage begins? And had
it taken such eomplete possession of
him as to put him dancing a liorn-pipa
last night-a queer, odd, salt-water
dance for which he was rigged up in
Week velvet uniform that some say he
bought. and some say he hired, and yet
others that he had posesell all thug
years! What a figure -At cut! Not ex•
netly ludicrous. But outlandish and
half barbaric. Judge Barks denounced
him roundly for such a caper, I am
told. Poor Judge Barks! He is said
to take a deal of trouble for that big
old blace-browed-
But softly! Hero is Polly Ann.
She is stared and pleased to see me.
How did I enjoy the deem'? Moder-
ately, thank yon! With a great
amount of cool indifference in that re-
ply. I fancy. Well, what's the matter?
What have I done now,
"You've dope a good d_eal that it
I think you ortn't a duJne," I say, in a
blaze of righteous indignation.
i "What? What is it? What have I
done? Jist tell me a thing I've dune."
And she is so quiet, so self-possessed
about it that I pause to ask myself
whether she can really believe that
she has acted with a prudent regard
for my feelings send my rights, by gum
If so-If she really believe that-
why, then-.-t
"You think hit's all right to go a
walkun out with that fuller Martin? Un
flehtin with lin? Un perradun rout' the
streets iiti a traypussun all over the coun-
try with lm. tell tivverybody in San.
town's a talkun about you? You think
you haln' t done nuthun when you've ben
a do-nn Rich as that uvvery day this
week? That's nuthun.f-with vast
scorn
-That's nut do-nn any thong
atall! Well, its a leetle too much fur
me, I kin tell you, Miss Polly Ann
Leatherwood! An I'm done with yuhl
I don't want to have nuthun more to
do with yuh!"
'By this time Polly is cry:ng and
holding me from going. and-well.
really. I can hardly repeat what she
said and what I said. Suffice it that
We earne again to all understanding.
"But I won't stand this no more,"
I says, smiling, as Bogus' supper-bell
strikes its first jubilant triad. "I
won't sten' tit any more, Polly. You've
I now!"-with m
my shoulder.
She would never again! Never!
"But Jim you must make Inc quit if
you see tuo. I think I really need a
boss. Pap has directed every Wag
with us, always. Yon must do it, too.
I use to think ho drove us! May be
mother tin me drove him to boss us so
hard. You must watch nie and keep
me straight!"
We were in the little hall-way up-
stairs between her room rind that of
Bogus Leatherwood. I know just
where! I should know just where if 1
could be shown the house to-day.
How proud I felt to think that I was
the acknowledged lord and master of
is woman, and such a woman! But to
he a wise master for half a century!
Impossible! Hopelessly impossible!
Ayr. and a Tarpeian torture!
Not that I thought of the future
then. Not that I have endured it
since. But have I not seen it, my
many acquaintances, neighbors and
friends? Have I not watched you
prove it in untold agony time and time
Wain?
This afternoon Buck had made me
promise to ride out with him. He had
"somethun mighty cuerce to show me;
on a blame sight to talk about, my
young feller!"
There was no gainsaying Buck when
he addressed tne as his young feller.
And as to the supper, it would be over
earlier because this was Bogus'
evening for a dance, and it had been
announced that at eight o'clock Bogus.
with the Dikeses. the Sparkses and
Bill Shipley, Jo Ellet. Seef Dary, ole
Doc Daily and a lot more, would dance
one of those quaint old salt-water
lances en costume. At half-past eight
promptly the general dance was an-
nounced to begin. So there would be
ample time for a ride of a dozen or
twenty miles-the way we rode, and
the horses we rode.
So, bolting this meal, and thinking
of Polly and her complete surrender,
and swaggering with the new impor-
tance of my position, I followed Buck
to the door, where Little Bill
Dikes was holding two stamping and
rearing half-breeds and swearing.
"Run urn tell thur tongues loll fur
whitt I k-yur." was the admonition
from the head-man of Boonsees' stable
as we jumped into the saddles. And
with an answering yell that rang far
ont over the wide river bottoms we
were off down the river road in a cloud
of light sandy dust that rolled up be-
hind us and thinned out up among the
thickly-growing leaves of the forward
woods.
Hardly were we out of sight of Sand-
town when Buck pulled up to a swift,
smooth lope, and loosening the belt of
his waaanus, drew thence two large
pistols already belted.
"Buckle tham roun you. Jim, tin
clon't talk much on this trip. But keep
yur eye peeled."
Thns forewarned and upon the look-
out for mystery, and, too, with the keen
thrill of adventure, we "loped" on and
on until at least eight good miles had
been measured out, and our horses,
thoroughly blown, were quite willing
to take the moderate walk with which
Buck. turning to the left, struck into
the densely wooded and wholly unset-
tled hills.
A deep, wide hollow, dark with the
approaching twilight and the profusion
of half-grown leaves that spread a vast
network against the diffused light from
the red and yellow west. No under-
growth here save little patches of hazel
and brier and masses of wild-pea vines
and gigantic bears-foot weeds standing
from last year and crackling under our
horses' legs and feet. The path-if
there were a path-was not visible to
my eyes; and I simply permitted my
horse to follow his leader as I followed
mine.
Gigantic old oak and poplar nod
walnut trees lay prostrate in all hung-
inable directions, and long, slender
branches of beech and maple reached
far down to the ground, so that I had
to keep my eyes upon my leader and
lean to the right when he leaned, and
lie flat down on my horse's neck when
he lay down. The horses, too, were
skilled traversers of these primeval
woods and knew how to leap some
logs, and when to follow round to the
uptorn roots of others.
All round us, this dense and resonant
forest rang with the far-reaching mel-
low cry of myriads of whip-poor-wills,
many of theta so near us that we could
distinctly hear the guttural "cluck"
with which their cry is always con-
cluded. Down the wide, dim hollow
came at short and varying intervals
the deadened roar of drumming pheas-
ants. Great birds, wild turkeys mind
horned owls crashed through the small
branches of tall trees high overhead in
sudden and tumultuous flight before
our rapid advance. Numberless ani-
mals, night prowlers of this wilderness,
fled noisily to the right and left, rat-
tling among the dry leaves and scrap-
ing harshly upon the dry boles of reso-
nant trees in swift retreat to security
within some upper cavities. The
black underworld of the -Big Hollow"
was full of the wild, weird noises of the
night, that to those hot familiar with
them by long association must have
teemed with startling half terrors.
Even to me, reared among them,
there was always something of the
startling and terrible in the vast, hol-
low, reverberating shout of the great
horned owls and the shrill, monotonous
call of the whip-poor-will heard in the
heart of a night-black woods. 1 wee
thinking of this when the sodden halt
of my leader brought tis side by stile.
"See h-yan light h-yander!" Buck
muttered, almost inaudibly.
"Yes" I said, after a moment spent
in locating a dim. diffused light seem-
ingly at some distance in our front anti
above our level
"Whut do you spose hit is?"
"The moon coming up?" I venture,
in a suggestive question.
"No. Hits nol. •Now keep close
behine use. an rit show yult whut bit
is." He turned to the left, ascending
the steep side of the "hollow," and for
the next two minutes I was fully em-
ployed in keeping my seat and dodging
the innumerable switches of the tall,
slender and almost impenetrable under-
growth through which our horses rap-
idly and with growing impatience
forced a passage, with a loud, continu-
aus.raspin noise ofzieldpigi branches
•••... •
serapink Mt? stirrup leatheii: rexas
ind rdmost every inch of our bodies.
Then we emerged upon a wide spot of
"open woods" upon the ridge.
"Now look!"
Three hundred yards away and a lit-
tle above us were half a dozen covered
wagons. two or three bright camp-
1res, an unusually large drove of
torus hitched about to saplings, prob.
tidy, and a still more surprisingly
':trge number of men moving Meant
the fires in the evident hurry of de-
part ure.
-The big-road's right en front uv
se." Buck said, cautiously. "El ar
ioseea happen to snicker we'll split
Eight down the big-road toward' town.
We kin beat um in the best day they
nvver sec." Ho looked for a minute
longer, riding a little way ottt front the
*Age of the thicket to do so. Then ap•
parently satisfied, he came back and
whispering "come ahead," took am-
risrately the furrow that we had just
plowed through the bending under-
growth, and in a minute more we
were flitting along the comparatively
safe and open valley of the "Big-Hol-
ler."
Once in the broad visible river road.
our horses were urged to a "lope" and
we were soon within a short half-
hour's gallop of town. The river was
half a mile away upon our left. Again
Buck turned and rode cautiously
-
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" wow Loma."
through little "necks" of prairie and
thin skirts of timber almost to the
bank of the stream. Long before we
reached it I heard distinctly the henry
puffing of a steamer.
" fly gum! she's go-un up to town,
too!" said Buck. Well, they're
tibia to all git there en a pild some-
time to-night.•'
At that moment the moon, two days
past the full, and shining with that
growing brilliancy associated with it.'
vast apparent breadth when near the
horizon, where comparisons can be
made with the trim boles of trees
clearly outlined upon its huge disk,
threw a sheet of white rays upon the
spot in the river where the small
steamer, under an uuusually powerful
machinery, was swimming like an
immense gray otter, throwing a great
triangle of waves from shore to shore,
and blotting out the trail behind hes
with a cloud of white smoke and
steam.
" She's n go-un to land right tip
h-yunder, Jim. Less hurry up. Ef I
hain't mistaken that dod-burned
pirate dance of the Ole man's ull haf
to be put off."
Galloping swiftly on we presently
saw the steamer lying at the bank and
men running in and out carrying loada,
and almost as noiseless as so many fig-
ures on a lighted curtain.
There were wagons on the batik and
one just turning out of the "big-road,"
as we Sandtown people call a public
and constantly used road. The driver
was hurrying his team to a sharp trot
and behind him were half si dozen
armed horsemen-the moon glittering
upon the barrels of their guns. The
leader of these, turning out of the
"big-road" not more than sixty yards
from us, uttered an exclamation of im-
patience in a ferocious growl. It was
-it could be none other than Bogus
Leatherwood!
"Ride on to town. Jim. tin put up
your hosst. I've gut to tell the ole
man a few thengs at he don't know
now by a blame sight." And drawing
the bridle reins smartly Buck darted
like an arrow in the line of direction
that would intercept this queer Bogus
Leatherwood, half way to the boat-
[TORE CONTINUED
:Readers of this story have observed
that we have gotten a little mixed on it.
The mistake wee no fault of ours and
has not gone far enough to cause ninch
trouble. We begtn again at chapter VI
to which part the story has been straight
and will watch it more closely hereaf-
ter ,
"Be wise with speed;
A fool at forty is a fool Indeed r"
So said Young. Straws show which
way the wind blows, and there are a
score of symptom' any one of which
shows the existence of catarrh. Nelect-
ed, it will rob the blood of its purity and
the system of its strength. Get Dr.
Sage's Catarrh Remedy. If cures even
longstanding eases, as thousands testify,
and should be used for colds in the
head, which often result in confirmed
catarrh.
Mr. Miles' tit-eat Lack.
Louisville 1 Imes.
Hon, II. H. Skilee, of Bowling Green,
Ky., and Kansas City, Mo., is again in
luck. It seems that Col. Ad. Hobson,
of Bowling Green, has for a number of
years been a possessor of eighty acres of
land near Kansas City, but bad to some
extent tot sight of it and forgotten just
where it was situated. Desiring to dis-
pose of it, he wrote lea real estate agent
in Kansas City coueerning It., but
thoughtlessly referred to Was being in
Kansas. The agent replied that the
tract, it in the northern part of Kansas,
was worth twenty to twenty-five dollars
per acre, or $1,000 for the track.
Mr. Skiles had heard that Hobson
wanted to sell, and asked him to name
his price. Hobson said that $2,000 cash
would boy the land. Skiles immediate-
ly chased the trade, and gave Hobson
his check for the purchase money. In
the meantime the Kansas City agent
hed discovered that Hobson bad made a
inietake in locating the land, and that it
as a ithin two nales of the Kansas City
!Mika, end that he had a s'atnelieg offer
for that Identical tract of $32,000, being
a profit of Judi $30,000 on one little land
trade.
A gentletnan recently returned from
Kansas City estimates Mr. Skiles as
worth six to eight hundred thousand
dollars, and predicts that by 1890 his
Kansas City property will be worth a
round million. Ile Is one oh the Ken-
tuckians WhO have succeeded in the
West.
sle
Is Consumption Incurable.
Read the following: Mr. C. H.
Morris, Newark, Ark., says: "Was
down with Abscess of Lungs, and friends
and physicians pronounced me an In-
curable Consumptive. Began taking
Dr. King's New laitscovery for Con-
sumption, am now on my third bottle,
and able to oversee the work on my
farm. It is the finest medicine ever
made."
Jesse M kid le wart, Deestar,-Otrin, says:
"Had it not been for Dr. King'e New
Digeoverv for '20iniiiittot1oli I woold
IlltVe died of Long Teistrit.-.. W11.1 given
up hy doctors A.te mui,w Iii heed Of
health." Try it. S inside bottle Ina at
Harry B. Garner., City Pharmacy.
a.„
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H E NEW ERA.
-PURLISHED ST-
low Era Printiag end Prblisluini Co.
SI A YEAR.
OFFICZ NEW EMA BUILDING
?th, Street, near Main,
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Ratio by the Issrigh, gnarlier se rusr. ma 91
x oe application to the Prossrleaue,
girTraaaient advertisements must be paid for in
ad 'wive
Omegas for yearly advertasemisata will be col-
lected quarterly
All advertlausruenta inserted 'Macao. spectated
Ham wtil be charged tor until ordered out.
Ansonocenwolia or Marriages and Deaths. not ex-
ceeding Sire lasso sad settees preachieg pub-
lished gratis.
or Obituary Notice*, Reeolutious of Respect aad
other similar nottrya five heats par Ilse.
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 1, 1887.
Mrs. Cleveland has captured the West
and the Preeident is playing a good "me
too."
The Louisville Expositioti has "shut
down" for repairs aud if the "strike" of
visitors continues, there will be a per-
manent "lock-out."
Bowling Green is to have electric
lights and the plant will be owned by
boine people. She is getting a great
girl-in "pantaletts."
Congressman Taulbee ha* Weeded
$6,000 of hie salary in a Washington ree-
ideuce, in evident disregard of the doc-
trine of rotation in office.
The Smithsonian lustitution is exper-
imenting with snake poison. Experi-
ments with the only sovereign antidote
are in progress all over the country, and
especially in the Prohibition States.
Now that the G. A. R. at St. Louis
didn't pass a resolution mosuring Presi-
dent Cleveland, the Democratic party
may have a deep sigh of relief and go
ahead and nominate him for a secoud
term.
The President failed to stop as he went
through Ohio, and now the Ohio Repub-
licans art trying to make capital out of
that fact. It would be a capital idea for
eomebody to tell Governor Foraker that
he has been snubbed again.
The new's comes from Richmond, Va.,
that the great Mugwump reformers
have resolved not to support the Demo-
cratic candidates. They will doubtless
indorse the candidate' of Mahone,the stud
sparrow of reform in "Old Virginia."
Henderson, Paducah and Owensboro
want "Pig Iron" Kelly lo pay them a
•isit and Inspect their nuanufactoriee.
They had better be careful how they
fool with this old hog. He'll be "root-
ine" some very bad doctrine into them
if he gets a chance.
Mr. Wattereon's letter to the sunday
Argus, published in another column, is
a pointed and sensible document and
the philosophy and patriotism embodied
tierein might be profitably emulated by
a great many men whose friends put
them forward tor office in these days.
When we go iu tbe search of wise
est ings we iuvariably look in the editori-
al column of the Hopkinsville NEW
Exi.-Hawsville Plain Dealer.
Right you are brother. Read the
ute New ERA and search the Scriptures
and you'll be wise and happy.
Uncle Ben Harrison, of the Hender-
son News, is the "lean and slippered
pantaloon of the Kentucky press" and
Col. Dan E. O'Sullivan is the "puffing
and fuming bravo of the Kentucky Press
Association"- that's wbat they say of
esch other and we have not seen the
statement dented.
Public Printer Benedict is not the
moat popular man in Washington and
his failure to secure the nomination for
comptroller of New York, which he
made a persistent pull for, has soured
him considerably. The chances are
that he will be "discontinued in Aloe"
before Cong-ress meete again.
The "Evening Inquirer," Owens-
boro's new daily paper, got out in good
shape Saturday and is making a very
creditable start. Messrs. A. Y. Ford
and Morton Watkins have leaeed the
paper and will ruu it as partners. Mr.
Ford will continue in the editorial man-
agement and Mr. Watkins will run the
business end.
Hon. Ben Butterworth, ot Cincinnati,
says: "Simply as stating what la the
fact, I can say that there is as mute§ po-
litical feeling in the linnet Army of the
Republic as In any ormauisation in
America, &tit' that feeling is almost en-
tirely Republican." This la not In the
nature of news, but It is a rather re-
freshing bit of candor.
We are having a touch of "the mel-
ancholy days," when the mosquito
peeks his valise to emigrate to a more
eongenial clime. A pinch of frost has
given a hasty seat to his migration.-
Evanswille Tribune.
Now if the weak-minded Hoosier who
wrote the above will come over and give
our mosquitoes a chance at hls blood forjust ten minutes we'll promise an entire
cure of this kind of "melancholy."
Mr. Urey Woodeon, of the Owensboro
Messenger end Hon. W. N. Sweeney of
that city each confesaed a line of $10 and
coats is the police court,' for breach of
the peace. Mr. W. C., Sweeney and
Mr. Woodson have also been fined $25
for carryiog concealed weapons. It is
not stated how the ten days imprison-
ment pert ot the penalty for the wespon
offense was managed. The cauee of the
above named proceedings was a street
Incounter between the gentlemen.
It is a singular comment on the de-
moralization induced by the laxities of
of Republican rule that ao much should
be made of the fact that President
Cleveland pays full fare and trteep-
ing-car charges for himself and party
during his trip just as any other citizen
does when traveling in vacation. There
has been no oetentation about the Pres-
ident's declination of the free facilities
tendered him, and it is only the fault
Inding of the oppoeition preps that hae
brought the matter to public notice at
aN.
A certain weli-known Nash•ille
drummer got into • Mule game with
"the boys- here Friday night and Mon-
day morning had a "shady" little trans-
anion about a check which a Main
etteet house had given him In payment
of an woman' due his firm. Some of
"the boys" *erg hunting the gay young
dttammet meet all day but he "hid oust'
stievellaitilly, We itippreos name", for
RN MCI Inen1 benefit, wishing him
boIloo look beat time, Dttiffinirte
Mould MS immble off motley ouileuttel
lor Male IMMO.
Dr. W. B. Jefferson, of Elkton, Todd
tenuity, has been in the city for several
days. He is an Influential Democratic
-leader In his section, and Is popular
'wherever he Is known. In 1883-'84 he
MSS a prominent member of the Legis-
lature. Dr. Jefferson says there is a de-
aided disposition throughout Western
tacky that in the future political
teats the people of that section should
ite on one favorite candidate for of-
fice, and, by gi•ing him hearty and en-
thueiaatic support, electc him.-e7ouri-
r-Journal.
Granting all this to be trite, will the
tiugulaited gentleman please inform
if the First district belongs to West-
Kentucky ?-Paducah Standard.
Certainly not, Western Kentucky be-
to the First district.
CARLLSLE OE DEMOCRACY.
Hon. Jim. G. Carlisle contributes an
artiele to the Octoner Forum on "The
Contlauanee of Democratic Rule" which
is the soundest, clearest and most valu-
able piece of party literature that has
come under our obeervation.
Attention tirst directed to "time dif-
ference of opinion betwen the two ex-
isting parties concerning the nature and
extent of the federal power under the
Constitution," which "has existed con-
tinuouely since the orpnization of the
government, and has always eonetituted,
as it still does, the most clearly &tined
line of separation between political par-
ties in this country." lie justly charges
that "in theory and practice the Repub-
lican party of to-day is more extrava-
gant in its asstertion of what it calls 'na-
tional authority' than its Federalist
progenitor was a uentury ago," and that
"while it controlled the legislation in
Congress. it pastsetlea greater number of
unc itetitutional enactments than can
be found in all the remeinder of our
legislative history."
He pointedly cites the fact that "the
preeent Democratic administration, in-
stead ot depressing burrineses and arrest-
ing the developuldet of our resources,
as Was predicted, hes inspired • feeling
of confidente; and eecurity that did not
exist before for more titan a quarter of
a oentury."
lie refers to the Republican policy
aud practice fin regard to public lands
and says that much has already been
done by the present administration to
reclaim lands fraudulently granted to
the monopolies& of the North and East.
Upon the important question of the
reduction of the revenue and taxation,
Mr. Cerlisie is earnest, compeehensive
s,:nd unanswerable. He is, perhaps, the
best Wormed man in our party on this
subject and his able teachings should
form the party creed on this subject.
Striking a practical medium grind bil-
tween tite extretnee of Free Trade and
the disastrous workings of the present
"Protective Tariff," the great Kentuck-
ian epitomizes the doctrine of his par-
ty as the "policy of lew taxation, econo-
my in the adininistretion of public af-
fair*, non-Interferenee with the private
business of the people, equal regard for
the reserved righta tbe Imitates end the
constitutional authority of the federal
government, protectiou to the citizen at
home and abroad, and just and equal
laws for the promotien and encourage-
ineut of every honest industry and ev-
ery epecies of lawful commerce."
"RILLS OP TEXAS."
Mr. George Baber has written a card
to the Ricirmond. Va., Whig in which
he warns Mr. Carlisle not to appoint
Roger le Mills, of Teem, chairman of
the Committee of Wave and Means. Mr
Reber le pleased to say of the gentle-
man :
• • * Mr. Mills, if not a "crank," is
a revolutionist. He has no element of
safety in his organization. His mental
protuberances are painful to contem-
plate. indicating as tney do, a chronic-
ally abnormal condition. The extreme
policy, of which he is a smelt-asserting
champion, is in ix:inflict with all the de-
velopments of modern progress, and
fraught with danger to every industrial
intereet, to every manufacturieg and
mining enterprise, to every commercial
investment, and, consequently, to the
whole mass of wage-earners In the Un-
ion. He is, practically, an uncompront-
islog enemy °revery bread-winner in
America, his theories being scarcely lees
unreasonable than the crude philosophy
of Dr. McGlynn Ando( Herr Most. The
appointment of Mr. Mille to the chair-
manship ot the Ways and Means Com-
mittee would be fairly interpreted as an
open declaration of war upon all the in-
terest& I have briefly indicated. No ex-
planation nor excuse, no alleged prece-
dent nor argument, In vIndiestion of the
act, could dissipate this conclusion. The
assignment of such a man to the ostensi-
ble leedership of the Democratic party
on the verge of the Presidential cam-
paign would be not only offensive in U-
dell to a large number of honest Lemo-
crate, whom he haa bitterly denounced,
but, perhaps, fatal to the party in lens
-a sacrifice which, it is presumed, Mr.
Carlisle, with all his generous regard for
another's weakness, is not expected to
make.
It is barely possible that Mr. Bieber ia
agitating himself aud the country just a
little prematurely on this subject. It is
not by any means a settled fact that Mr.
Carlisle has any idea of offering the place
to Mr. Mills. And, further, it is more
than probable that Mr. Carlisle is much
better acquainted with Mr. Wills than is
Mr. Haber. At any rate, it would be
pretty safe to let Mr. Carlisle run his
committees himself-which lie will be
pretty apt tO do.
As a choice between a "Free Trade
crank" and an iron-bound Republican
handle, like Sam Randall, we think the
committee of Ways and Means had bet-
ter have the "arank" at the head of it.
It might then be able to grind out some
legislation that would benefit the coun-
try. Mr. Mills Is cerMinly an "uncom-
promising enemy" of every bloatai mo-
nopoly in the country and the great
"mass of wage-earners" in this country
are very mueh In need of a friend on the
Ways and Means Committee it hose un-
compromising qualities may be relied
on. The "large number of honest Dem-
ocrats" whom Mr. Mills "has bitterly
denounced" are most all serving under
Captain Randall at present and if the
whole lot-including the Captain-were
kicked out of the Democratic party, the
chances for '88 would not suffer there-
from.
Give the "cranks" a chance and we
wili hear something to our advantage
from tire Fiftieth Congrees.
Hon. JIMei Travis, connected with the
Indian Agency at Gunolion, Col., speak-
ing of the recent indian troubles In the
Gunnison, says: "Colorow, the chief,
won two horses from the cowboys on a
race, which the latter refueed to deliver.
He then got his band together and stole
them and tied to the mountains. The In-
diana were all armed with Wincheeters
and es the owners of time ponies made a
great hullabaloo, the troops were sent In
pursuit, and alter they had been gone a
little while blood curdling rumors reach-
ed Gunnison of the fierce engagements
they were having with the Indians, and
these rumors were eagerly glee(' by the
corresponnenta and telegraphed East.
Colorow and his banl hever went off
the reservation. I had a talk with the
old chief just before I left, and lie smiled
grimly as Ise said: "Big lie; any one
my men kill deer 200 yards; won't mire
a man thirty yards; all got Winchesters.
No Indians have been killed that I know
of. White man trig liar."
Commissioner Coleman says flue re-
ports continue favorable in regard to the
Amerces of the sorghum sugar Industry,
both at Fort and Rio Grande, the sugar
improving in quality and quantity as the
work continues, anti that there scents to
be no doubt that a success hail been
achieved by the new process. Ile says
litters are pouring In frum all parts of
the country asking for full information
in regard to omit of maehinery, and
there is every prospect of a great vit.
shum boom Another year, width Will
reVailltiOnitie Ili. Ingar Imlbory
out nation from Waldo ha.
Moos fur auger supply In a few years,
Thomint Esmond Grattan and
Arthur O'Conner, Irish members of
Parliament, have arrived at New York
They come aa representatives of the
Irish Parliamentary party to explain
the condition of affairs at home, andto
thank the American people for their
support in the past, and to ask them to
continue it.
Mr. Randall wee the second choice of
the Piedmont Exposition people at At-
lanta for the orator of the occasion, Mr.
S. S. Cox having been first selected and
invited. On aecount ol his declination,
the Aseistant Republican statesman from
Philanelphia Was invited.
GENERAL OPINION.
INDEED liK
Kingston Leader.
Dr. McGlynn Was 50 years old on
Tuesday. Ile is old enough to know
better.
CAST To SAY.
Poughkeepvie News-Press.
selr. Blaine is reported to have said
that be would'ut accept the Presidency as
a gift. That is easy to say. No class
of people now living intends to make
him a gift of the Predidency.
PROFIT AND litTRIOTts11.
St. Louis Republican
President Cleveland's advice to busi-
ness men not to neglect the duties of self-
government is sound and patriotic; but
when a business man's time gets to be
went' front 510 to $1,000 an hour it is
hard to induce him to bestow much of it
on his country.
JablES G. BLAINE.
Chicarto Times.,
Mr. Blaine writes ta his son Walker
that lie is in better health than Ike hag
been in ten years. Thia is cheering to
Mr. Blaine's friends, ito doubt, but, un-
fortunately for lieu, his record does not
improve with his health, and the Presi-
dency is as far away from his grasp as
ever.
COL. INGERSOLL.
,••••vatiech News.,
Col. Ingereoll does not think tire An-
archist.. ought to be hung, because he
hae an Idea lie would have been en An-
art•hist himeelf had he been born in
Germany. 'Fite Colonel is something of
an Anarchist, even though an American.
Ile wants to smash the divine laws,
however, instead of human.
THE RICPUBLIC•N CIPHER
'Troy Presto,
There must be a cipher in the Grant
anti Ward business. We do not take
amount of the ciphers that investors in
this concern diecrovered, but of the otiter
eiphir that the Republican organs are
striving to solve in order to ascertain
wime member or members of the Grant
family had to do with that concern.
DEMOCRATIC EDITORS.
Waterloo otoerver.
There was no editorial annex to time
Democratic convention at Saratoga yes-
terday, auch as waa conceived and car-
ried out at the Republican convention
Democratic editors do not require to
combine under an iron-eled oath to sup-
port their ticket. They will do it heart-
ily without any coercion and conse-
quently do not require stroll an organi-
zation as their Republidan brethren en-
tered into.
cittovite's n•D BREAK.
Louisville Times.
The President in hid speech at St.
Louie yesterday said: "I believe there
Was a time when St. Louis was a deter-
mined and jealous rival of Chicago."
Thia is the meet incautious utterance
which has ever fallen from Groverem
wele-governed lips. Chicago's horse-
lauje.h will be heard around the world,
and the double distilled irony, though,
ot course, unmeant, 14 ill wrench the
nerves of every St. Lonitian from May-
or Francis down.
THEY DESERVED IT.
Elmira Gazette.
For our part we don't see why the
Forakers shouldn't be "snubbed" if
they want to. We agree perfectly with
the Rochester Poat-Express titat if Mrs.
Cleveland did -decline to shake hands
with the man who had said that her
husband was unworthy to be compared
to a spatiiel, she did the right thing
But if Mrs. Cleveland is unwilling to
"snub" the Forakers, there are plenty
of ladies who would do it with less prov-
ocation. When a priltician goes hunt-
ing "snubs" it is the greatest pity in the
world If he can't get them. Moreover,
it is the experience of the (metal world
that people who feel that they deeerve a
"snub" and are on the lookout for it,
always get it-either in reality or in
their imagination.
LOCAL PROHIBITION.
Detroit Tribune
The local eption law of Michigan goes
into effect eieett. p, as also does the
amended liquor tax law, with a great
many brand new and mighty sharp teeth
set into it by the last Legislature. Local
option means prohibition in every county
that eo votes. Are Proltibitioniste in fa-
vor of prohibition? That depends. That
Claila too good for earth are in a great
deal of doubt as to whether they are or
not. They are not if it itesn't. got their
particular little trade mark on ifblown
in time bottle, so to speak. And whether
prohibition by counties is the Simon
pure article &JOG; of debate. It wasn't
Int suggested and advocated by them.
That is clearly soiree. it. It is prohibi-
tion, nevertheless+, and there ie the both-
er of the business. What eitall they do?
INK NEXT CONGRY-SS
,listroit Free Press
Western Republican Cologresemen will
not find It an easy matter to reconcile
their conduct to their constitueets If at
the approaching seasion they do not aid
in reducing texation by reduchig time
tariff When the question was up be-
fore, with the danger lu the surplus not
so apparent as at preeeet, there were
route Republieans who would not do the
bidding of the Protectionists and who in
tits Interests; of their constitutente, voted
for the consideration of revenue meas-
ures. The number will be increased at
the c.ming seesion. The Denmersitic
leaders the nest House can present a
bill which time Republicans dare not. take
the responsibility of twisting to defeat.
They eat do this without eurretelering to
Randall and can elect very substantial
and mucioneeded reductions lu the
tariff.
• noon EXECUTIV K PRECEDENT.
Newberg Register.
The etatistically enterprising end
usually accurate New York Sua has
figured out to its own satisfaction that
President Cleveland'd propoeed western
trip will cost not less than $10,000 or
$12,000, or at the rate of $4,000 a week.
Whatever the expenses may be, the
coentry has already been assured that
not one stellar of it will be taken from
the money of the taxpayers, nor from
the private fund* of corporatiens or in-
dividuals who might thus hope to sow
goluien seed for the future. 'flue deter-
whereon of the Presideut topsy hie own
way will result in establishing an execu-
tive precedent that will meet with the
siecere approval of time people, who have
grown weary of seeitog their Chief
Magistrates dragged in triuniph at ti.e
wheels Of railway corporations or mark
objects of the polite aid calculating
charity of potential magneto' who
possess palace cars galore.
EXECUTIVE 1./IMEN CI.
'Frankfort capitate
Governor„Buckner has adopted a
practice in the Executive departmeet
white', If succemeill, will materially ar-
mlet him hi considering time merits of pe-
titions for Executive clemency. In all
cages of Importance the petition is re-
ferred to the Judge and Coeinion-
wealth's Attorney of the court India-
eig the penalty, for welt; lidortnation
touching the ease as these tallest. may
be disposed to give, aiol whivil will env
able the iltiVeelitor tel el mots
gently thish 11111111111110 Will the so porta
alaialliaill Of a pelltiell. A rubrteebe
deoperelluit of this court olttuhili with
the Governor In carrying out Mild pray-
Ice cannot fall to proniote tin; ends of
justice, and relieve the Governor of
much enema-raiment in considering pe-
Mons, where the most essential facts
in the case are not otherwisse readily ob
talitable. It would seem that the cour-
esy which should exist between the
Judicial and Executive branches of the
government would, in all such cases,
suggest a prompt compliance with the
Governor's request.
WHAT TO CALL THE WOMEN.
'New York Star.;
It is not correct to say, "Mrs. Presl-
lent Cleveland" or "Mrs. Secretary
Whitney," as the manner of addressing
either of these ladles. The custom of
Identifying the wife with the poeition of
the husbatel ae part of a respectful ad-
dress to time lady is one that obtains in
Germany, but has not gained a foot-hold
in the United State*. 'lime wife of the
1 Preaitient should be addi eased simply am
I "Mrs. Cleveland," and the % ite of time
Secretary of the Navy as" 31 rs. W isitney ."
The distioiction In society usage is one
that grows out of the variance between
the institutions of the countries. The
American idea is that a men holding
public dike occupies; it only for a time,
thrOugh the confidence ol Iiid kilo%
citizens in hid ability to discharge its
duties; that social poeition, or family
staitilliig, has nothing to do with official
matters in a Democratic country, and
that emierquently there %mild be no
more propriety in writiotg "Mrs. Presi-
dent Cleveland" Utile there would be in
including in the attires'. tot tiny laity
whoee itheband was eegageti in private
business the description of her husband's
business, as, for instance, "Mrs Banker
Smith" or "Mrs. Engineer Jones "
WHV TENNESSIE WENT WWI.
Clarksville Democrat.
There were three elements in Tenure-
see, which combined lor the defeat of
prohibition at tire last election.
First, and uumt important, was the
gluon pure Democracy of the State.
We mean the tariff reform, railroad reg-
ulation Democrats as distiewilehed 1,•ouri
the high tariff corporation Democrets,
who undoubtedly have considerable
strength in the party. • • •
The second element against Weir
prohibition had to contend was the ne-
gro vote in Middle and Writ 'refine*.
see. In Ewa Tenneseee the Republi-
cans were nearly all for the amendment,
for they are all protectionists
anol protectioa arid prohibition
are twin sisters. But in Middle
and West Tenhemee, the negroes PAW
that prollibisi4 teas an infringinent up-
on their personal rights and regarded
time movement as a step backward to
slavery and so were against it almoat to a
man. 'rimy could not have been held in
the Republican ranks, even if the effort
had been made by the leaders of that
party to hold them there. • •
The business element &leo in the State
as the eanvass progressed, was found to
he against the amendment, Capital is
timid and prudent, business men take
few risks. They are very much in the
habit of "rendering unto Creear, the
things that are Ciesar'a," and when
grave changes In the law, are propoeed,
they expect to see public men in whom
they have confidence advocate the
change, or they are not inclieed to sup-
port it. Ilere we had ministers of the
gospel and ladles and siliall children
without number, preaching and praying
for a change in the constitution, but
there Was a towable leek of prominent
Tenttemeeans in the ranks of the prohi-
bitionists. Distinguished speakers from
the North and magnificent. colored ora-
tors front ail parts of the South followed
each other in rapid succession at time
court house and delivered fine lectures,
but the men who are usually heard
front when constitutions; are made
alai unmade in this State, were either
silent or in the ranks of the oppoei-
don.
Weser SURPLUS TAXATION IIA8 DOKE.
New York Star.
Forewarned is forearmed. The Exec-
utive department was alert and thorough
in exhibiting to the legislative depart-
ment at Washington the inevimble con-
sequence of a failure to atop the surplus
taxation. The taxatiou was not stopped,
and the condition of affairs predicted by
Secretary Manning in behalf of time Ex-
ecutive is now upon the country. The
banks, by reason of currency locked up
in the Treasury through excessive taxa-
tion, fear a deficiency of loanable Nude.
'file preseure has been such diet the
Treasury has offered to pay a premium
of more than 8 per cent. for 4 1-2 per
cent. bonds of 1891, and a premium of
25 per emit. for 4 per cent. bonds of 1907.
Ally one hag Wit euough to see that Re-
publican partisan politiciane wiil, sdon
or late, try to create a prejudice against
the Democracy and the administration
by representing the purchase of bonds
es a „Treasury tribute and bounty to
bondholders wrung from wage earners.
The Tribune even now discloses, in the
following sentence, what the future will
fully reveal :
Ad for the political Side of the quee-
tion, tire Secretary may be sure that he
anti President Cleveland will hear very
often of the price he may pay bondhold-
ers in order to eiscintrage speculation,
and that beer:lig may not hereafter be
pleleaut to him,
The adurinistrareou, however, did, by
the pen of M r. Manning, accurseely fore-
shadow time future and tell Congress in
December, 1880, that if the surplus tax-
&doll be not stopped there would be •
pressure on the Treasury to do just what
has been done. Mr. Manning defteribed
in his lag annual report, how mercilesa
for wage earners time bond purchases
would be. Ile said :
'lime preseet premium on the four and
a halt per center of 16111 is about 11 per
cent. The preeent premlion on the four
per cents of 1907 is about 28 per cent.
To corstititte our present surplus taxation,
and to tuiploy ital proceeds now or for
some years to -come in giving to time
bondholders any such or still itigher
premiums by anticipatory purchase of
those bonds before they are due and pay-
able at par, is a fiscal policy so unneces-
sary, extravagant and merciless to time
industrious toilers of our land, from
whose earnings, profits or capital are de-
ducted end eaten all the revenues of the
Treaeury, that I cannot presume their
repreeentatives In Congrese would let
stand any law devolvieg upon time head
of this departnient such a thriftiest. task.
THE WOMEN IN THY. CASK.
leis York Star
A reporter has elicited from Mrs.
Black the statement that if the Chicago
Anarchists are hanged their wives will
kill their children and then cotuinit sui-
cide. Mrs. jelaek then proceeds to ex-
plaie hat a lose such a slaughter would
be to the conituunity.
Mrs. Spies, "a colorless, dimpled,
statuesque 'seamy, with deep-set dark
blue eyes," should die first, if appear-
ances go tor nitwit, but as she is childless
ehe has little to OVe to the good cause.
Mrs. Lucy Pardons, "who is very
grsceful HI her mover:teem, has time hand
and complexion of a qutdroon and is
courageoue, eloquent and an affectionate
mother," has two attractive einitiren to
immolate.
Mr". Engel, "a quiet, tinobtrutrive
little woman of 45, who is fowl of house
gel 'simplicity," has time hardest duty of
all to perform, as her six children are
all erown and will decidedly object to
being sacrificed.
Mrs. Fischer, "only 19, is a lovely
brunette with melting black eyes," but
Iran three little onee ready to be murder-
ed.
Mrs. Schwab, "who used to carry the
resi flag in the processions," is childless
and must be content to (lie alone.
Mrs. lielden "isn't a bit pretty but
has a very pathetic •ppearance," mid
Call contribute a number of infanta Um the
holocaust.
Mrs, Oscar Neebe is already dead,
Linnet it iihttieffled, Slid it Is lint slips
purred that the "beautiful moil wealthy
pomp gi/ I love with him" will feel
'lilies! noon to kill hisreeslf,
Mr., black Is the Wire uf the lawyer
Who has worked au ease ilia
necks of the A tierubleta. slued not
state what her own programme will lea
ir her loathe:pies efforte tail, but If she
received one titbe of her desterte she
sheuld at learnt 110 tongue-tied fur tbe
rest of her natural life.
It is a terrible verigeanoe that time law
a &boa to take. The sense ot the com-
munity, though deeply impressed by time
solemnity of the doom that awaits eeven
human beings, le thoroughly imbued
with time justice of the sentence. We
are in no mood to listen to the ribald
threats and idle prattle of a foolish
woman.
Had Mrs. Black a particle of that pro-
found eynapathy and comeassion which
ehe professes for the families of tire eon-
demned, she would find her true minion
in preparing them fur the awful ordeal
that awaits them, instead of [tying to
incite them to still wilder and more hor-
rible aces of revenge.
"soe."
• conserreemmat
Tuttle! Alas, where is he?
Ask of the waves that keep the secret
as to the whereabouts of the unfortu-
nate boy a ho "stood on the burning
deck."
SLWIlolettilial,asbtelheehairtnIg fbrrollinstlo.unettleanwil astryi•n-
lug to crush out the present Atitninistre-
i tion with a G. A. R. resolution.
itut the reeoltition Peellla to lieve been
more effective at the breach than at the
inuzzie, anti tem It remains only to ask :
Where is Tuttle?
Who can answer that question-who
indeed, unless it be Lorgfellow In his
pathetic linee
-emcee on a tone in the western et y
A autumn' meteor hove,
An'Awne' hheoeirna.lat Ac.oablktibua.t,,itiou;elIntig tenses red
"But the Nest that onceit was all so %arm
Is now a chilly spot,
An' the folks •Il cry." for the a onderful gy-
Awaits • sr hez sot,
N !deli IS a poetical way of saying that
when the Pismire undertakes to sit upon
the Fat Mall time probability is that the
sitting upon will not be done by the Pie-
mire, the situation Ito tar as it is con-
cerned being more correctly deffieribed
by the comprehensive monoetillable.
"sot."
However, if Tuttle were the only
luminary to whom, in tied connection,
that inonoryllable could be applied the
situation would not he so sad.
But where a as Fairchild vir hen Tut-
tle's light went out.
Titat ie the conundrum that is utitler-
minding our appetite amid Wolfgang our
sleep.
Fur there are agernotuers who tell tie
that it was Fairchild who conetituted
the tell of the Tuttle meteor, amid, this
being the case, the tail has undou'etedly
gone the way of time head.
It pales us to remelt this conclusien,
for we loved Fairchild, even am the
ford loveth those hour he chasteneth;
and we had singled him out long ago
for chastieement by the Democrats as
the Republit•an leader in the coming
Presidentiel electioit. But it was not to
be. l'ime stars in their course have said
it-particularly tire stars that have sot.
Fairchild, we are loath, yet forced, to
believe, hart tuttjed. yes, hie orb which
six months ago began to rise e ith so
much promise of splendor has
ignominiously tuttied, and all that we
have left to mullion us now is Foraker.
He will never set. Thank heaven
for the law of nature which prevents
snythiug from ever setting which has
never ;leen. Yea, time wild cootie may
cleave the heaven to the northward and
to the southward; the mosquito may
enter and exit; the gas well may• wax
and wane; the whangtlemile may seek
his winter hole and the circus follow
atter; and the Tuttle& way set and the
Fairchilde may miter; but Foraker
and hie little breeches we have %MI us
sees) a, atal life is still worth living, le
it nut, 0 silent sage who unfolded to us
.,tairteiicirie?at, mud beautiful law of Compen-
Journalism and (nice.
Sunday Argue.
To THE EDITOR THY. SEN11•Y A It-
Ota-eir: I am nut ineeneible to the con-
fidence and honor implied by the sugges-
tioe of my name for United Stated Sena-
tor and, if I have failed to respond to
your nomination, it has boot becauee of
a belief that my opinions respecting hold-
ing office are so well-known ast to require
no particular repetition. It was not un-
til my return to Kentucky. after a pro-
tracted absence, that I learned of your
coutinuotte and most flattering urgency.
and. mince your remarks call for an an-
swer it would be tuarourteotis to with-
hold, I will say again, what I have often
said in public. aud private, that Ciere le
no pneition within the gift of the Gov-
ernment, or the people, the iceeptatice
of which 1 wouldeven consider.
I had this queetion to decide when
some years ago it presented CAW more
tangibly-if you will allow me to differ
from you in thineing-than it does now,
and, deciding it in the negative, I de-
cided it for all time.
The examples of two eminent mem-
bers of our profession, who're contentions
in time field of practical politics embitter-
ed their lives and dwarfed their meeful-
nese, and tarnished their fame, and the
tragic fate whiell each in his death en-
countered made en early and deep ini-
preseion upon my mind. When I accept-
ed a mat in the Notional House of Rep-
resentatives it WAS accompanied by time
statenient that time holding of oft,* had
entered into no plan or echeine of mine,
and Was coupled a Ith the refusal to
serve longer than the eerier:1g urpoee
anti occasion, which, at a thotneet of ex-
traordinary publie danger, railed um in-
to the people's branch of Congress. My
experience there was a verrilleation of
my precoticeptimer mei predilections.
Fur all the good I was able to do I might
as well have stayed at home.
I think, a ith Philip Van Artevelee,
that-
'ellen in their pla-es are the.luen who slim I.'
1 sue and inive been all my lite, a
joureallat, and a working jouritalist--
equal to the dirtier' which yield me a @ef-
ficiency, happy In niy associates and
proud of my callieg. I set it neither
above, tior below, that of other men. It
!s settler , like the choice of the eWain in
time immortal pastoral, "mine own." As
such, for good or ill, I shall abide by it
to tile eisd. But I will give it, through
you, time tribute that may be found in
the confession that I never knew what
pure selfishness means and squalid de-
pendence ha until 1 found inyeelf
*tem of that Chlas ii1 which, more than
in any other on earth, it IS every man for
himself' and devil take time [enduing.
1 thatik you, sir, for your great good
will, and for the phrases of compliment
in which you have couched it. 1 ling ex-
eeediegly susceptible to such expreseions
(rote profeesional comridea. They
seduce me in this instance to &garrulity
disproportioned to the subject ; bet:glee
I run of the opinion that the Democrats
of Kentucky have already determined
that another than mystelf shall repreaent
theta in the National Senate, and, in irry
judgment, they have determined very
wisely, and altogether for the beat.
I am, dear sir, your obliged fellow-cit-
leen and fellow-worker,
W ATIFEIMON,
l'ourier-Jourtog Office, Get. 188e.
Miesionery Meeting.
The next meeting of the Oth "Circle"
will be held at South t Oct. '29 and
30, 1887, beginning at 6 o'clock a.
'Flue following suleecta will be discuss-
ed :
1st. /keener *till best method oh Bible
study. J. T. Barre*.
laftimisty plano of this SoUtherii
liaptlit Clilltemtlmi, rah they lw sitlipliv
MAI and l', Fogy,
hird, Outran Missions, blowy amid
proepeets-J, liarsiett.
4th, Dam Joiolog a Doptiat
earry with it an obligetion to support
missions-J. G. Kendall.
fah. Reasons why missions should be
helped in the West-Lyman Elafonabe.
ail. W. B. Walker-Subject to be se-
lected by himself.
J. D. Clardy, V'. P.
Newstead, Ky , Oct. 1st 1887.
--me+
T. I. N. CI. is not a cure-all, but a
quarter of a century of uonstsnt use
las demonstrated beyond question that
Fanner's' infallible Neuralgia Cure is
the mile known infallible cure for all
kinds of neuralgia arid for nervous
headache. 50 cents per box. Manufac
tured by Ranguat Root Medicine Co.,
Nashville, Tenn. Bold by all druggists.
THE FAIR
The Second and Third Bays Bring
Good Creeds and Fine Sports.
The Last Bay Bright and t lear, '1 he
Attendauce Large and the
Sport 1111111etlee.
Tits *ATE of"rsto: FAVPNITES.
Fully one thotemod people % iteeesed
the races at the fair Thursday afternoon
despite time inclemency of time weather.
About four hundred people were in at-
tendance at the morning show, but by
1 o'clock in rile afternoon the crew d had
increased 'lime track Wad ei gond con-
dition, tin. horses in exeellent shape, and
the contest very exciting.
awards in the morning were ad
follows :
Beet eadulle moire under 4 years old,
J. G. Harrison ; best saddle gelding over
4 years old, A. S. Tribble; best awhile
geldirog umier 4 y•ears, Polk Canister;
meddle sweeprakte. R. B Whitens; best
boy rider under 15 yr ars, Wallace Hug-
gins.
ID the tirat race-12 nifle dash,
purse $75, with $25 to second
-there
were tour etarters-Fanny Williams,
Birdie Hile Grits aid Bel Parker. First
heat, Grits took the leed, Fenny Wil-
liams secure'. Around the turn Grits
stropped back and allowed Fanny to take
the lead tine win the lulu. Seeond heat,
Fanny time the lead after miserable
start, ;viler Grits second, the others
strueg out behind. Dow it the house
stretch the whips were freely Bulled
and the I•Orkeil huddled, bust under time
leshing Fanny soon broke off from the
group and !nestled in 53i, with Grits
second, with second money.
In the second race-2:40 trot, puree
$112.50, %hit $36.23 to second, $33 -
75 to third, and $22 50 to fourth-the
hordes entered were Beerde Blackeood,
(level:indent' Gautier. In the first heat
Gautier waa the favorite in the betting.
Time liorsee were nicely bunched alien
the chum tapped, buit Gautier jumped
into the lead. At the turn, Clevelaild
had run his race and was virtually out
of the hunt. On the back stretch Black-
wood closed up the gap between het-belt
and time favorite, but Gautier shot down
past the stand and under the string
without ever being teuticheel with a whip;
Blackwood setond, w hile Cleveland
crone trailing along as though but can-
tering for tire next race. Time 2:52.
Second teat-Just before the time of
stertieg shower ularapeued time hard
track. 'lime second and third licit,' erre
won easily by testifier. Average time
2 :50.
'11 the third imee-poily trot, purse
$25, with $10 to seeotel-Charlie Ray
an 1 Altai Harrell. First heat, Charlie
teok the lead and won easily, as also in
flue second and tir heats. Time 2:10.
In time fourth race-novelty running,
purse $100, with $25 for winner of each
q 'tante -11asstec, mom anti Nellie
Long entered Maesse got off ill the
lead and Tali away frau the oilers win-
Meg first quirter, at 'sheer point she
died gloriously a ith her tail the
clouds. Rotneo then sprang into time
lead a ith Nellie eloee up behind anti eev-
lengths ahead of •Massrae. Neck and
neck they rattled on, Romeo barely
%%tithing second and third quarters, but
as they neared the finish time mare
crawled up little by little ate' every-
body begen think her a eure %inner.
Fite how, however, held IDS own and
with a title! spurt elite tinder the strieg
* bare imigth the winner.
Thla closed the day's programme anti
time crowd q•rickly dispeoreel well satis-
fied with the sport.
THIRD tree.
Friday dawned bright and clear and
time promiee of tine weather fur the
was realized. 'rem thousand peoPle
la re 011 hand by the afternoon. The
grand stand Was well tilloi anti tee rep-
reeentation of Wirer satisfactorily large.
The awards in the morning were as era
lows:
Best harhemos stallion over 4 years old,
Ben S Wood; best under 4, R. Dixon;
best hareems mare, J. P. Gill; be-t un-
der 4, R. Dixon; beat Isarnees gelding
over 4, R. B. Withere; best under 4,8 S.
Wood; hareem sweepstakes, R. Dixon;
best pair mares, R 1'. 0 oveley ; best
pair horsee, Withers & Willie.
In the afternoon there were four raves
booked. le tire first-0 furlong da-h,
purse $90 with $35 to secon•l-elary C,
George Biallitt, Ireene and Vetiisti
(started. In the firat heet they got ofi
nicely with George the lead, Ireene,
second and Venigi, third. This order
was preterveul throughout, George essi-
ly whining. Ireene had sold largely
as the favorite and tile disappoiament
George's t asy victory brought
wee great and apparrot
In the seeonui race-Christiati county
pace, purse $25 00, w ith $111 to second-
Billy Campbell, Oh! Bill anJ Snow
Sturin started. Billy C let' off, followed
01.1 Bill, Snow Storm tliirui. Snow
Storm, however, at onee tu crowd
up to the surprise. of perry one, won
time race by fully fifty leietthr. Old Bill
came in for smote' money. The winner
was the "Iiini horse" in the pools but
he "snowed" under the grime ahead of
all amid a -storm" of wild cheers.
In the third race-2 :39 trot, purse $125
with $02 50 to second, $37 50 to tier 1 anti
$25.00 to fourth-Nora G., B. B. Custer
and Gautier were the starters. After
several attempte, they got ort in the first
heat with Caster lecling, Grimier a
length behind her Anti Nor k third. At
the tine quarter it was a blanket match
and up the stretch thetirivers could have
talked iti whIspere to each other. At the
upper turn it Was a 'Naming race. Nora
and Gasifier r•arne steady as clock-work,
under preestire, Nut Custer kept the
lead, winning by a length; Gender, fee-
Nora, third. Time 2:32-the fast-
est mile ever trotted on a llopkineville
track. In the aeconsi ht•at Custer again
got off in the lee'', an.1 testifier second.
At time quarter pole Gautier took a spurt
that wont 1 have dome ereilit Maud
S. herself, and with the bit et his
teetii, sped past Custer &nil on
down the hoilleatreteli, untio•i
the wire a winner by a nose lergth.
Nora got in, six lengths behind. Time,
2:42. They started ill the third heat in
the old order. It Was anybouty•s race to
the first quirter, where Nora showed
her 110tle and then her girth, but at the
upper turn Gautier had forged ahead two
engthe and Custer dropped behind. The
horse thowed the determination that
iits made him time terror of track,
and godliest steadily inch by Down
the home-streteli they thundered antis'
the a ildest applause. Neither made a
breaker and the finialt Wits glorimia.
Gautier flew under the string with Nora
a length behind and the uirowd went
wild. Time, 2,35. In time third heat
Custer created a setneitlott. Slic bolted
off nitre.' and POOD pia a dozen lehgthe
liettel.f.11 tier and her (replier ists. Noire
gut off sweetie, On went Custer In a
Most aublitne "Wirt and she rosette/1 flue
iltat quarter pole befirte the others palms
1111. NI there they naught lief and 11
was "illy Neil leek" wIlli all three
arum's' the hounostestelt, usu.
tier mill Nora issrgasi ahead still vamp
neck awl neck towards thit •tring, moiler
which they darter!, with U s nom
ahead. Time, 2,3e.
lam the fourth ratie-running-Itiatieo's
rider pulled his altered deer around tor
third quarter and created great luitligna-!
don. The race %as a farce an I a fraud
and declared off.
The attendance on Settirdey wm about
3,000. The (lay wax:beautiful, time track In
good fix and the racing flue. The
awards in the morning were as follows:
Best combined stallion, J. C. Willis;
best combined mere, W. A. Dickineon;
best combined gelding, W. .1. Withers;
combined sweepstakes, W. .1. Withers;
best roadster gallium, Relet Dixon ;
best roadster mare, J. P. Gill; best
roadster gelding, J. C. Willis. -
rtaleefrrsei.nthtilice. aft* retool) were un-O-
The bicycle race-tulle dash, preurium ,
$35 with $15 to served-was not the
/east of the di) 'a even te. F. 31. Smith
J. D. liernsion, of Clarkevillet, awl Tom
Dade, o( this eey, %ere time coetestante.
Dade toek time lead at time start and
held it almost to the retailer pole a ith
Smith advancitig 'fermium, lime ititat
athletic of the Lwo, gelidity gsitted on
both his competitors' anti finally wheel-
ed ahead and held the positilint, coming
under the tering fifty lengths' ahead of
1.1ttle ho eli fere 1 merely as an
accounnotletion , to fill out the required
number, beaten; eahairsteil after pass-
ing the quarter pole atel dieted off the
track throbgla tier cite leading to the
stables. All three were considerably
fatigued aid "sweetest like horses."
In the epee(' ring, first rece-ruuniug,
ee mile heat, puree $90 with $35 to sec-
ond-Romeo, itirlie 11111, Massa. and
Nellie Loag entered. Hauer, led off
with Rhone 'second. Birdie 'wilily
increased tier epee and jumpeel o
the lead at the (leaner pole. hitt while
victery evened sure, R nu •ii's rider ap-
plied the. whip and down the heine
stretch lie dated hap the leittl mid un-
der the striug witli Birdie liar by. Nei-
lie vat yirtuelly mit se the I L.
Thine 1:22; in time second isrett. ssaac
took tire lead *COW start, Nellie smoond.
Alapel ill kept the (rout until ette reached
quer er vele, at wirier vent Rinse° ais
yawed oil Neter who aias second, over-
took her mei down the bonie stretch
came neck and neek fer dear life a ith
Massa. anti jumped tinder tire % ire by a
beast winner. Time 1 :22.
In time second race-free tor all pace,
purse $75 00, with $37 50 to second-
Black York, Henry Wane and Emma
11. entered. Black York was the favor-
ite in the betting at 4 to 5; even money
on Dram. At the start, York at once
took the least, with Drene second. Oe
the back stretch Drane went by York
but the latter was not to be caught nap-
ping. Ile gained hie former potation
round the turn inter the atretch and came
down pest the stand alieal with ;Dram
ambling easily bshiud. Emma H. war
shut out a hundred lengths from the
%ire. 'f line 2:45. In the PecOli41 heat
Doom lead. It Was a pretty race be-
tween Dram and York around the turn
anti into the stretch. It WILS known that
Dratte (meld go time distance, although
he lacked the speed. He broke within
a huutired yards of tire timed, giving the
heat to York. Titne 2;33. le the third
heat Drane's staying qualities were test-
ed. He lead and made the race exciting
to Um quarter. York was thee noticed
to limp and comirig down the stretch
weakened, Dome winning eagle. 'rime
2:37. Fourth heat, Draue foetid him-
self a stayer, but was considerably press-
ed by the genie Yurk who was liable at
any moment to quit. The former, how-
ever, came to the front and led York by
five lengths. Time '2:3V. Firth !mikes
the betting was $20 to $3 on Drone.
With all his rightful lineage for speed,
York was looked tipot. as an uncertain-
ty girl the Call fl.letice of his backer shift-
ed with their judgruetot. The siva'
was given with York in the lead. At
the quarter pole, and in fact, arterial tLe
upper curve, neither horse had a foot to
hia advantage. Down the home stretch
York was seen to stesdily. Drane
came first winning the heat atid the
race. Time 2 ;33.
Third raee-free for all trot, purse
$150, with $75 to second. Freddy J.
and Priecipe were the starters. Prin-
cipe Was male the faeorite. He tette
the first half mile, but it was anybody's;
race until well into the home stro tele
when Freddy .1. ;vent ahead amid won
by a length. Time 2 :31f. Sti..und heat.
'Judgiag by previous perfurniances,
Principe gamic' have won. She got
away lit a good position six lengths' in
the lead. Neck atal neck both trotter.
came thundering down the home stretch
%hen Freddy J. forged to the fore, win-
ning by half a length. Time 2:34.
Third heat. When the trotters clime to
time poet for the last heat the betting wee
$10 even on Freddy J. lie lead and
niaintained that position without the
least urging until past time quarter, but
down the borne stretch he quickeited
speed rind svas an easy winner by MX
lengths. Time 2 :36
Fottrtit and loot race was filled only an
hour before the announcement, with
Fanny Williams, George Builitt, Grits
and Irene as startera. The purse was
$75 with $25 as second turnkey. After •
good alley breaks they %ere sent away
eith Balite showing in front, Irene sec-
ond, Fanny Williams third. Ai they
meted up the querter stretch Fanny
foripel *heal of Buitiet, awl was cheered
to the echo, but the Iltter received the
linnet share ot the applause from the
grand stand. 'limn the crew' yelled
themselves lioaree %lien Irene llew past
litillitt. Thinking that this was en-
courego torte, Firmly only ran the heel-
er, and clime around the home streteh
the same reekless speed, soul shot under
the string, beating a field of gmel horses
about tete length. Detre cams secend
with Bullitt thine Time 1:23.
NOTES FROM Tilt TRACK.
Freddy .1. has a teconi of 2: 21, hav-
ing made the wonderful feat at Bowling
Greets lately.
Mrs. M. E. }tossers presetutesi War-
rens' bind whim a beautiful d will tribute
Seturday norning.
The beys who baekeil George Willett
in the last running race were "eicker'n
a lees" after the t•oritest.
Oyer $6,000 in peeling were registered
leg the four days, $2,750 beim( the
work aecompliehed on the heredity.
Romeo's disgraceful "pullitig exhibi-
clear" Friday has caueed see* re criticign
eta the buys tricked heavily oir the
last (ley.
By a rough estimate $25,000 changed
hands on the goner& Friday and Sat-
urday. One "sport dropped $490 on
Nora Friday.
Fanny Williams and Nora G are
in great form, and will make some of
the clitieers take the dust through time
circuit this deltSOli.
The troika %as heavy Thursday and
the time made wap, ilium-11411y hist. The
crowe far excelled that et Wediteetlay
and if the weather treoler is fair Woe
will be a great:crowd.
Unusual care axe taken a Ith the
track Satunissy. 'I he late rain made
the eon gospel for work with tile harrows
and tise planer weet over the trace un-
til all the inequalities were gone.
Win. If Adams took the special pre-
mium, $10,00 offereel by Polk Cansler
for the best mule coif; get of hie jack,
"Bleu!: elantinotit" anti Henry Bert-
:nen the same premium fur best horse
colt, get of Cauisier's "violet Boyeeei
Sir. M. 11. Nelsou le undoubtedly 911
ext•ellent starter, mud a gentleman who
exhibits perfect impartiality. Ile la an
oloi hand at the 1111141114.PP atol his superi-
or for lair:less told emelt:toes. of judgs
meth would be hard to tied en the Amer.
call tare
A 101%1 "flititteei " hiked op bilk) lest
Platonist. awl *mill flown the Mime of
he five ludas. which his juulgunsist
'lin he won't, win, timid's' the .1114010r
to frlsod le waste that lie play
$10 on each horse to will, mill testier nu
circumstance. to t oll ally horse ea oil
hie list. The intitial trim' hied lemsell
away to the track where he terried until
the last fleet-footed flyer had pastiest
miler the string. Hurrying beck to
thecity lee hunted tip the"knowing one,"
and vs his a guile as long as a tele-
graph pole hilertited him 'he Mel lost
every cent of time mnoney. With tears ill
hie eyes, the "Key gettibler" ruefully in-
quired, " Who (lei ) roe bet with ?'' The
answer i-H/lle awl sharp : "Well,
you were such a d-1 ent•ker 1111111-
Dig time horeee that 1 Jose. bet it all
sigma voti myeelf."le
---emeeesesea-----
'1'he "wet" mark in Tenneoteee will
reach about 30,000 and stand there.
Cumell Meeting.
regular mectiug of the city omi-
t II was held Tuesday afternoon el* a
tool attaiedmiee. Tee readnig of the
neuirees anti neattisiy allewaooes
%ere the metal preliminary
work. Chief of Pollee atni city attorney
were directed to oistelii %termite in
y Court againg permit's a hoer fences
env/beef:est on Virgittist street, for vio-
lathig the nonnative against plowing
emcee MI the street.
Jesup Avenue, from itit to Jackson
•trestt, ercleroi to he metaled.
Superintendent street werke 'Uncle!'
to have stotie curbing placed CIOW ii
7th street le ront ot Jesup Avenue.
rxeeptionaliy Brilliant Event.
--
The Fair Hop at the rink Friday eve-
nting was ntost thilliant event °lithe
scare!' and, in fact, it has probably never
Leen stIrpalieleti toy anythieg id time kind
In oar city. Indiana, Tennessee and oth-
er states were re'presented and the beau-
ty mei maishood of our own city and
county tnitigled %Mr the vititon; in a
brieht end joyous throng that would do
leesor to trey age and ally comitry. The
mom was teetefully die:mate with ev-
ergreene and tile national ( °lore. Pin
orchestra from Warreires bind occupied
an improvieed platform and furnished
elegutut music. ooetumtes were, in
instaisces, the moot elaborate,
leanly and reegeut ever seen in our city.
We regret very much that we have not
space tor the list furni.hed by a lady
Sensational Elopement.
Monday morning about 10 o'clock an
elopement occurred in this county at a
little hamlet called Noah Sprinp, near
Garrettsburg. The principals were Miss
Eugene Davie and Mr. Mart Giles, both
of that neighborhood. They secured
COO veyanee and hurriedly drove to tbe
residence of Mr. Buck Griffith, aeroas
the State line into Tenneesee, a few
miles distant. Miss Eugene was 800D
after missed from the parental roof. The
cause was apparent and the enraged
father and the girl's brother, (mien, sad-
dled horses, and, with shot gutis started
in pursuit. The elepide, however, reach-
ed their intended destination and were
married before the obdurate father could
intercept them. The old gentleman has,
no doubt, taken the matter philosophical-
ly by this time, mid forgiven all.
 .
Accidental CMOS'.
A most unfortunate and shocking ac-
t:Idea by which an excellent young man
lost his life, o curred in time neighbor-
Loosl of Cerulean Springs last eunday.
Albert Dinwiedie, son of W. 11 Dinwid-
die, anti • young campanion named Wil-
son had been experimenting with an
empty revolver. The weapon was laid
011 the mantel when dinnet wse an-
nounced and yowls Dinividdle subse-
quently put some cartridges into it. Af-
ter dinner as time young nien walked
back into the room, Dinwiddie carrying
a char in each hand, Wilson picked up
the pistol and began mapping it, as they
had been doing in the morning. l'he
first map tired and the ball struck young
Dinwiddie in the eye, passed entirely
through hie head and killed him almost
instantly. Auother warning which will
Hot he heeded.
••••
The Bassett-Brewn Wedding.
Miss Halite Brown and Mr. Birch Bas-
sett, of Hopkinoville, were married last
night at the 1dethodist church, ots the
corner of Walnut and Fifth streets. Tee
ceremony took place at 7 :45 o'clock, Rev.
G. B. Overton (-etiolating. The Inhere
were Meears. W. T. C.Crose,G. P. Wale
ton, John Bounycastle, Richard E. Tay-
lor, Chas. Nelson and Newton Craw-ford.
The cherch was tastefully decorated
with palms and ferns, and festoons of
vine leaves were arranged above the al-
tar. The bride wore a dress of white al-
betrom, with panels anti vest of white
satin, hand-painted an roses and leaves
The bride and groom leave to-dry at 1
o'clock for Hopkineville. Mrs. Bassett
is a daughter of Stanley Brow it, Esq , of
Parkland, mid a granti-daughter of Dr.
E. 0. Brown, a prominent physician of
the East End et time city. Mr. Baseett
has beet, ketekll P8 one of the wog en-
terprising and exeruelary youug busi-
ness men ot and for several
years brie :seen with the firni of J. M.
Rubliteun & Co , ims recently en-
mod hi horsiness tor himself at Hop-
kinevele, Ky. Ile Is a son of James II.
Bassett, of Parklaud, said a grantkon of
the late lir. Robert R. Houston, ot
Breckenridge county, in his day ene of
the inoet prominent physicians of West-
ern Kentucky.-Courier-Journal.
TENNESSEE TOPICS.
:rioisi our Clarksville Naritnages
Walter Bros. store at Dover, 'Icon.,
was entered Sunday night by thieves.
who blew oiwn the safe red stole .$2000.
No ciew to the robbers.
President Cleveland will pass by
Clarkaville October 15th at 6:30 p. tn.,
on his way to Nashville, at which plat*
he will arrive at 11 p. ue
Miss Lena NI. Mosteley, one ot Clarks-
ville's inost charming young ledies, and
Mr. Lewis A. Ragsdale, of elo ri Ian,
Mire., Were marred at Ilie Methodist
r•hurch in this city Weeniest'''. evening.
.fo aid Wm. Dean were arrested a few
days ago at the instigation of Mr. 1% .1.
Stepentate charge) with burning Mrs.
E. II. elarable'm barn and t•ontente last
week. 'nue evidence, though cfrouni-
scandal, is very etrong against thew.
Tuley tailed to give bond and were re-
mitted to j di to await preliminary trete
elarrieti on burglary morning Sept.
29th at 0 o'clock a. tn. at the reeilence
of Mrs M. G. Wallace, on Greenwood
Avenue, Dr. e G. Wilton to Miss Car-
rie Wallace, both of Clarketille, Rev. Dr.
J. T. Ilarerave,Rector of Trinity church,
officiatieg.
Dr. J. M. Bowling, of Nashville, lute
determined to locate in Clarksville. Ile
bee purchased Mr. 51. C. Pitman's resi-
t!. lice on Maseru:I street for $0000, and
Will I10011 move to ties city and occupy
it.
elr..1. I. Polk, a prominent young
matt, living near Cedar 11111, coinmitted
oil tide last Friday at the resident* of
lois father, Thee. Polk, hy shooting him-
self in the heell. 'I'lre cause for his self-
deetruction ia not known, unless it ;vas
that he haul beeutne dem! filed on as:eolith
of Isis ill health. lie watt the owner of eon
Irish ruble propene and it multi not have
teen the risen et peenniery troubles.
Ili/ Teliinilis were interred at Green-
wooil Cemetery, from the resielence
his 'sister M Ts. Jag. li. on Madi-
son Street.
Sion' Weaklee, a young Mali alio lives
near thentville, in this enmity. Was
caught tripping 'he sash draser at
Onetime' Woe. Wedireglay. For several
day. he 110111 been liN114111g 10111111d the
stem mid %hen tertieretietit mat 1111 lila
etrifIllet ever 1110
were sii llist *mile ems Wail
actions
put lo Mit 111111 unarms, %leis thump
%omelette! with the gime appriretitly haul
huskier' in the bock room. Tire trout of
the store was hardly estate(' %lieu he
()prime the (hatter, appropriated the
chalice awl abendoned iris seat on the
•otinter. Ille was ac-osiel by Mr. Ciih-
niegharn and charged with tile theft.
whieb he acknow 'edged and gave up
$2.10, saying tied tem all lie get. Before
an (officer could be summoned he attempt-
ed to escape but aa arreekel, mod la
default of bail, plaeed
has tootle mid
effects white' nurture dem trek
is Nini.
elf:us-nit Seib% St. Sher, Mich.,
WUultlit't be without La-ce-pi-s. on any
eonsideration.
ell other
a lien she
KIRK'S
WHITe
SIAN
The eddy brand of Laundry Soap
awarded a first class medal at the
few Orleans Er position. Guaran-
teed abeolittely pure, anti for general
household purpoises is tee very beet
OAR
Htt's Pills
etimutateethe torpid liver.strmhyth.&as the digostlre orkaullav rafalateethe hamelse and are nesqualued aa
ANTI-BILIOU8111EDWINE,In malarial district& their virtiallbas* widely recognised. aa they pewssees peewItar prosierties Lis freeingthe systems Trams that poises. Dm*small. Sleety segue oseseit. Pelee.SS teats per box.
SOLD EVERYWITERF.
Office, 44 Murray St. New York.
Mt. Tatra mend sent DIM to any &O&M.)
THE MARKETS:.
Itemigpriees in Noptisovine; corrects ks*very Mane by the local dealers.
Cork, Retail itt.o)sBacou•ides,
Hams. , sugar cured,
Hams country), •Lard,
Flour, Taney, peruset
Flour, Standard . _ .
Bran and shipetalf, less than SU bet.Corn Meal,
Pearl Meal. •
New origins kommes. Fancy,Candles, Star,
intter
alma, per e
pe=sa.
Clover seed,
Cut cello, . 
-Beans. navy, per busbel.
Peas, is.r bushel,
Coffee, guitden,
CoSee, go,pi green rio,
Coffee, 3 ave.
Chee.e, good factory, -
Cbeesee, Young Americas,
tine. 
- 
-
Cracked Klee,
Sugar, lv. 0. -
Clarified, New Orleans.
eiranulated,
Salt. Kanawa, bushels,
Salt Kamera, 7 bushels.Sepansw, bushels.Sagivriaw. bushels, - . -Potatoes, Irish, per bushel, (seed)Sweet, per euseel.
Mackerel. No. 1, per kit.,
Mackerel Barrels. No.9, -
Lemons, per down,
0 per dozen,
Corn n ear, per barrel, -
Oats, per Duette,
Hay, per cwt. (goverilimertay, per ewe.
Midas, dry, Sint,
Irides Green, -
Tallow.
Beet Cattle, gross
Hotta, Cross
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BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
Hort issi LE Loran. No.111, •. T. • •. 11.
It. M M.
Lodye meets at Waseinie Kall, =Thompsou Block. first Moaday algid in
month.
ORIENTAL CHAPTER NO. 14., A. M.
Thomas Rodman, II P
Stated convocations WI Monday of witmonth at Masonic Hall.
MOORE COMMANDERY NO. G. K. T.
Sr. Kt. T. L. Waller. E. C.
Meets Stli Morolay in each month at MasonicHaq
itoraLeiteantIN,HOritineYILL114.701:131
CIL, NO.164
los. I. Landes. R Sett.
Meeta ful and 4th Thursdays each moat\ atJ. I. Laidea' once.
MOADYNCOUNCILNOJICROMIN FRIENDS
Lipatine, Chief Coasselar.
Meets at 1.0.0. Y. Hall, and Mb Monday taeach month.
CHRISTIAN LODGE, NO. SSE K. ol H.
R. M. Anderson, DictatoT.
Meets let an i Srd Tuesday in eaels asoieh atR,21..indereos.• Ilatl.
EVERGREEN LODG1t. NO. 116, K. OH
James Breathitt, G. C.
Lodge meets the Sit and 4th ttuaredars is se-ery month at I 0 0 F. Hall,
ENDOWMENT RANK. E• Or r.
L. it. Da•ls, Patel.
Meese id Monday la every asoith at R
•uvisreus's
K NIGHTS OF THE GOLDILN CMOdis.
V. W. Crabb. N. C.
Meets the 1st and Sd Fridays In au* ewer 1-bafienient of C umberland Presbyterianchurcti
ANCIENT ORDER OF Ulv MED WORKMEN.
H . Loe, IL W.
Time of meriting. id and 4th Ihissilmes at Mc.Catuy, Boate t,o.'s dice.
GREEN RIVER LODGE, NO.14,1. 0 0. F.
W. F. !Lewitt., M. f
Meets every Trclayntght at I. O. 0. r•
MERCY Zetc•MPMSNT.NO. se I. 0. 0.
Ir. I" Hentlegesa, C. r.
Lodge meeta 1st and id Thursday nights at I.it o lush.
ORDER OF TIES Mott MALL
John bloaos,P. C. J.
Meets 4th edintada) in each month at JohnMoto on's
pLoRENCE 1.0DGE. NO 17, DAUGHTERSOF REREK A.
Meets Sri Monday sight at 1.0 Y
COLORED LODGES.
UNION BUN VOLENT SOCIITY.
Meets lst and Id Monday evenlag la mai*mouth, f .1; o'clock, at their lodge room, elatestreet, second otory over Homier and overeats-er's bullillog. R. McNeal, President; Ned Tur-ner, Sec'y.
FREEDOM LoDOg. go. ra, ty. 1. 7.
Meets let and ird Tuesday nights la FootsiesHall. Court street. E. W. Glass, W. M; L. a.Buckner, Secretary,
MI:SAW/RA TEMPLE, NO. 96, 5. OF
Meets 91 and 4th Tuesdays la each month
C . B. E. listi l'u.stell's block Court streetAugusta Moines, W. P; Carrie Banks, D. I'Kate essay, Seeretary.
HOPKINSVILLE LODGE, PIO. INN, 0. 11. O.Of 0. F.
Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights •t H000erand Overshiner's H&J] Main street. CharlesJesup N. 0; William Gray, V.I..; IC. W. Glass.P. S; William Clark N. Y.
MYSTIC TIE LODGE NO. HOT. G. N. O.OF Y.
Meets ht and Srd Wednesday n_iltta of eachmouth. Silas Johnooa. E.G; C MOM) P. .8C Alas DILL Lome *0.111-.2 ft.-Soots 2nd7th night In earls myna at their etentre reept:au o'clock Henry G epee Premiere; Cif amaseeretare
llowkills &Co„
, Itespe etfull in • ite (be shaving public to their
Tonsorial Parlor I
ilA IR CUTTING,
SHAVING
CHAMPOOING.
HAIR- DYEING,
BooTBLACSING eat;
Hair Dressing
Done in the very beat/Kyle. assisted ey
Jotiel. and I. H. Jones. All
roliteaud Skillful Markers.
Don't forget ths plane.
tom street isommine Ititerem (111100
Sotth Entully 5111p,
HOPKIN8VILLE, KY,
Seth Year lessen Begins
Tuesday, September 6, 1887,
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS.
The Course of Study Embraces
ART, SCIENCE, LETTE1tS, ENGI-
NEERING, NORMAL, COM-
MERCIAL and MUSIC
Both wiles admitt d to the slaty Hall andReeitati.n 1.111. is a school equal 112 allro peels to't he bed. Young ladles Hoard witbthe rresoient in College Building loons gen-tlemen private families. Prtre of hoard.moderate Yor farther particulars, eatalogues
Etc. J iti ES E. !scone:iv,
Or Pref. M.
Vire-presIdeut.
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THE NEW ERA.
--teczenue ED BY—
Nor Era Prio6og and &Wishing Co.
Si A YEAR.
HIRAI', OCTOBER 7, 1881,
To Subscribers.
The date with your
name printed on the
margin or wrapper or
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
)titC atttAt apttstg.
R. Mattis W Omni has retursed to Cadia.
4 Hess Mollie Dalin has return( .1 to Morton's
Gap.
Mies Opal Willis. of Fairview, returned hone
swede,.
Mr. Quint Ellhitt, of Birmingham. Ala.. to in
the rity
Mn,. Edgar ItemLbew ii in the city spending
the week.
Judge Joe McCarron spent Wednesday in
Hendensoe.
Mr. B. L WIUm mid wife, of Paducah, are
in the city .
Mr..lita Burnett, of Cadiz, eras is Use city
Wednesday.
Mr. W J. Scott, of Louisvilte, was in the ell)
Wednesday.
Mr. Jobe ki. Miller, of Princeton. was in the
city Tuesday.
Mra. D. Smithey' sad Mimi Aglaia Jones
are In Louisville.
Idles Mollie Boyd, of WaJiunla, is visiting
Miss Lillie Waller.
Miss Roma Drape, of t larksville, is visiting
at Mr. Ira V. Ellis'.
Mies Pocaboatas Wall, of Wallowa. returned
to bee loins Sunday.
Kr. Jae. It Lana, of Louisville, istoPPed at
the Masai" Tuesday.
Mr. nem Carter left Wednesday night to at.
teal the et Louis fair.
It,. Joe Dirk Higgins has gone to Louisville
0111 a prospertia( tour.
Mr. sad Mrs Henry Wallace have returned
from their bestial tour.
Mr. Tom Jackie". of Dijon, Webster county,
has retuned to lin. noise.
Mr. at. • West, of Crofton, spent several
days is On: this week.
Wm. J. J Chappell and son. Jimmie, are
saeata of the Ph,rn I j Hotel,
Mrs. J W. Hays, of Cerulean Sprints was in
the city Tuesday on business.
Miss Bettie Howley, after an extended visit
to Lounevi is, has retuned home
Mrs. Bailey Waller, after an exceeded visit
to Brandenburg, has relented home
Miss Birdie Willis. of Louisville, has returned
home after • pleasant visit to Mends
Mrs. A. T. Stew' es, of Nashville, is spendoig
several days with her mother in the city.
Mr Walter Means, id Louisville, has return-
ed to that city after a visit to his parents.
Mies Alias anifva Afistin, of Santa Rosa.
Cal., are the guests of Mrs. J. U. Ferrell,
Mr and Mrs. Stabler have returned to the
city after an 'needed visit to Olney. III
Rev. J. N Preetridge left Tuesday for Mount
Zoar, where he will participate in a revival
meeting.
Mr. and Mrs George Thacker, of Bowling
Grimes, after several days visit in the city have
relented hose
Miss Mary Gupton, of Nashville, Teas., re-
turning from Colorado, stopped over two days
with her cousin, blew 'Swett
Mimes Olivia Tbompeon and Mottle llirlman
left Sunday for St Louie, Mo. Miss Hicknian
Will also visit relatives in Illinois.
Editor McNeil, of the Mathews, ille Ti mei anti
Sews, took is our Fair Saturday and called on
the Mrs En• to mvite us down to his Fair
Mrs M. W. Unman), Mr. and krs.J W .
Pritchitt, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Brown, and Mr.
T. C. Willful& are in St„ L•011i$ attending the
State fair.
Rev. floe. Bottom ley tail Mrs. Mary Morton
are some from a trip to Henderson and Louis-
ville. Mr Bottomley Caine by Hartford to
°sterner*.
Mrs. Jas. A Mckenzie, of Christian tennty.
passed through t lartsvilleoa last Monday en-
route for Loon county where she will visit
frienda.—Clarkliville Chronicle.
Mies Ruse Price passed through the city Sat-
urday us her way home to Auburn Slie had
,iine down last week to take charge of her
•..hool in the neighborhood of Pee Dee, but, af-
ter a few days trial, was compelled to give it up
on account of her health Kiss Woes has just
recovered from a severe Maces iind yet has a
serious trouble with her throat
Baptist 211Issiests.
The churches teen:Toeing circles No.
Tani:31/111 meet tor Messengers with
4 the West Mt. doer church on the fifth
Sunday and Saturday before at
1) o'clock se W. .1. W. RUST.
Bachlep's 4ri4ea halve.
The best salve In the world for Cuts,
ltruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
p y required. It is guaranteed to give
er• elect satisfaction, er money refunded.
Price 25 meta per box For sale by
H. B. Garner.
Charley Rays' Record.
There seemed to have been a great di-
versity of opinion in regard to the trot-
tit g qualities of Mr. Jimmy Cooper's
petty, "Charley Ray." The spore;
about town wagered nearly $1,000 in di-
vers sums that LIM pony could not cfr-
cvmnavigete the half-mile track at the
race course in 2 minutes. Tuesday af-
noen about 100 people went to the fair
grounds to witness the somewhat novel
▪ exhibition. Mr. Cooper drove the pony
and successfully accomplished the feat done, and that soon, or else they will beTi. time made was exactly 2 minutes.
Vault efocuakinom.
--
Circuit court adjourned last Saturday
afternoon.
Mr. Rhode 'eltotupson is the happiest
man in the city. It's a gitl.
'The leading jets eke- and most reliable
wet/Ai-maker is M. 0. Kelly.
Tuesday night the heaviest free of
the season struck this latitude.
The youvg Well are talking about or-
ganizing • brats baud in tide city.
Mr. ('. W. Rae has rented a cottage of
Mr. Hunter Wood, on Liberty street.
The L. ot N. railroad depot la being
painted by a force of railroad employees.
Mr. J. A. B. Juhlis011 rented the reel-
deuce formerly occupied by 'Squire Pol-
lard.
1Vork has begun on Fere' Schmitt's
new building on litti street, ewer the
depot.
A young Swede, traveling over tit
country N iLli a tete of II-hilted canarie
Is upon our streets.
A delegation of our citet •I14 it a
Louisville iii attendatoce at the Coin
mercial Conferetoce.
Oue of the clever young "Knights°
the counter" out Matti street will dun tit
matrimonial! yoke 140011.
The carpenters are at work teethe; it
new show %%Melees tor N. H. Shyer
conger 9th and Main Street.
Christian county has 52 persons who
receive pensions from the limiertinient
amounting to $9,43() a year.
Judge Mc-Carroll has moved his law
°Mee over to the Winfree dt Kelly build-
ing, back of the Court Howse.
Req. T. C. TInsley's Magistrate Court
has been changed to 2nd Tueolay in
March, June, September and December.
Old Uncle Tolliver Chappell, colored,
the loud-mouthed seltzer water vender,
and his wife, were arrested Friday and
fined for disturbing public peace.
Henry Watson, colored, became in-
volied in an altercation Satuiday night
with an unknown negro. Watson was
knocked down and his antagonist skip-
Syrup of Figs
Manufacture., only by the Cahn:Wide rig
Sy rup Co., San Francisco, Cal., is Na-
ture's Own true jes.eative. It is the
most easily taken and the most pleas-
antry effective remedy known to cleanse
the system when bilious or costive; to
dispel headaches, colds end fevers; to
cure habitual constipation, indigestion,
etc. For 'tale in 50 cents and $1.00 bot-
tles by H. B. Garner, Hopkinsville, Ky..
Wedding Presents.
lie following list of handsome pres-
ents were received by Mr. and Mrs.
I). Wallace:
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Downer, rocking
chair; Dr. and Mrs. Blakey, rocking
chair., Maj. Breathitt and family, silver
wao r service; Mr. T. H. Wallace, mar-
ble clock; Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Gaither,
oath' china water set; Miss Carrie Wal-
lace, silver cake bouiket ; Mrs. Ada Gra-
ham, Leedeware vase i Miss Carrie War-
field, hand-painted tea sr;; Miss 1.0u
Poindegter, fruit bowl; Mrs. Ike Bur-
nett, ice cream set; Mrs. Charles Mor-
4 rid, Evansville, Ind., hand-painted chi-
na berry set; Miss Julia Arnold, silver
pickle stand; Miss Lulie P. Bryan, col-
ogne set; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Beasley,
Trenton, silver castor; Master TOM
Beasley, pepper and salt get; Miss Jeu-
ele Wallace, silver berry spoon; Mts.
Line Venable, silver pudding spoon;
Mrs Fannie Henry, silk handkerchief;
Capt. Julia] It. Green, hammered braes
flower stand; Mrs. Ellen Wallace, chi-
na tea set; Dr. it. Ii. Wallace, set of
furniture; Mr. A. II. Wallace and wife,
chamber set; Mee. Julia Wallace, Brus-
sels carpet; Mr. John P. Campbell, Jr.,
pair antique Yaw ; Mr. and Mrs. John
P. campbell, wit liefifi.palnt.d (Miner
plates ; Mrs. M. W. Vailikner, Martina-
burgh, W. Va., silver cake stand; Mr.
and Mrs, J. W, Mullaughey, silver but.
ter dish end knife.
sea—
When you feel depressed don't doee
yourself with mean WW1'S. Hodges'
Sarsaparilla renovates and Invigorates
the swam, and cures all dieeases arising
from an impure stets of the blood. $1
per bottle, six boefies fur $3. Manufac-
tured by litangum Boot Medicine Co.,
Might ilk, Tenn. hold by all druggists.
Ii
Pet].
Chas. Barnett, colored, was arrested
and jailed by Chief Police Felix Bigger.
staff, Friday morning, upon a warrant
charging holm with carrying concealed
weapons.
A bold robbery was committed Wed-
nesday night by teo local negro thieves.
They entered Mr. S. C. Bleolsoe's prem-
ises and emptied his chicken coop. They
are now inmates of our county jail.
The colored base ball club of this place,
mopped up the earth with the Clarks-
ville amateurs last Friday at the latter
place. They also took in Nashville, but
rain prevented another probable victory.
Mr. L. L. Buckner was thrown vio-
lently front his horse last Sunday morn-
ing by the animal breaking boo a cul-
vert on Virginia Street near Jim. Moay-
011'el. Ile sustained no lejeriee, howev-
er.
Mr. Harry Frazier has moved into his
handsome new cottage on east Seventh
street. is one of the prettiest
houses in the city and is built on a mod-
eru plan somewhat similar to the Queen
Anne design.
Some thief attempted to du a little pil-
fering in Irvin Lander's driving booth
at the fair grounds Thursday morning.
He got nothing however but a couple of
pistol shot e trom Lander's revolver
which did not take effeet.
Miss Carrie Wartield will resume her
classics in Oil and China lethal/op the
middle of Oct. Ladies *hitting to jilt'
will please call on her at the residence
of Dr. Hickman. Terms 50 cts. a lesson
or twelve lessons for $5.00. China tired
for pupils at reasonable rates.
Sheriff John Boyd left Monday after:
noon, for Frankfort with the following
penitentiary recruits: Ed Morris, Will
Hunter and Bryant Morrison, all color-
ed, charged with grand larceny. The
first two got 2 years and the latter 5
years. Omar Brown and James Boyd
were deputized to accompeny the Sher-
iff.
A painful accident occurred to little
Jim Williams Ihurselay afternoon 'tear
his father's livery stable. In getting off
a wagon a bile in motion he fell on his
face, and a barouche, coming up very
rapidly in the rear ran over the calf of
his leg before the little fellow could get
out the way. Ile was lout considerably
but not seriously.
Friday night about eleven o'clock, a
bloodless shooting affair occurred in the
!Wee* near the Fair Grounds. Pig
Green, Andrew Radford and Lick Wil-
lis and several other negro toughts got
in a row over a game of "craps" and
the three above named indulged in a
sharp pistol practice at each other, un-
fortunately without effect. There were
DO arrests.
Mr. 0. P. Lewis, near Church Hill,
reports the death of his last guinea-chick-
en—or rather a fowl, half guinea and
half chicken. He had three of the birds
hatched on hie place this season and had
received letters From a prominent poul-
try man near Louiville, who had seen
a notice of the queer fowls in the New
ERA, **kir g the price, of one, and stat-
ing that he was anxious to buy.
The grocerymen on Nestiville street
are complaining over the hog nuisance,
These brutes meander the busy thor-
ough(ares and do any amount of dam-
age by entering the stores and devour-
ing whatever happens to be in sight.
Hundreds of dollars are lost annually
by the swine. Something should be
killed by those who have frequently suf-
fered by their depredations.
Luther G. Vititoe, of Hopkinsville,
Ky., the father of Joe Vititoe, the jockey
who rode Fanny Williams and Mary
Mc has been married times and had 34
children and 45 grand children. His
present wife is eti yeas old, been married
i12 years and is the mother of 19 children
all living, 11 of which are boys, and of
that number 7 are jockeys. The oldest
child, Joe, is 20, and the youngest a girl
five months old. The old gentlernau is
nigh on to C5 years old.
Quite an excitement was created
Thursday afternoon opposite Mr. Jno.
Young's resident*. Mr. W. J. Chiles,
of Trenton, and a friend were coming
Into the city in a road cart. The horse
became unmanageable and planted one
of his hind feet over the dash board, and
threw both men heels over head into the
road. In order to extricate the steed
from his position the road cart was taken
down in a dozen pieces. Neither men
sustained lejuries. Mr. Chiles had a
narrow escape as the animal let fly his
heels with great force In close proximi-
ty to the gentleman's stomach.
What came near proving a tragedy
transpired at Cesky on last Friday. An-
na Bronaugh colored went to the resi-
dence of Hanna Major, also colored, to
seek redress for imaginary wrongs. The
Major woman, enraged at being attack-
ed in her own house, seized a large butch-
er knife and stabbed her antagonist s
times, inflicting lile-tirne scars. The
would-be niurdrees was arrested by Con-
stable Watson and brought before Judge
Braaher last Monday, who promptly ex.
onerated her as it was proved conclu-
sively to be a clear case of self-defense.
Our friend, Ku. Kahn, formerly In
bualnem in llopkltusvhhle, Ky„ van tioW
be found at fel Second street, Meniphia,
Tomo, /1* Is mit the only good Oilmen
that the Pruhibitlow eraiihs of Christian
oofinty has or will drive trout the enmity
by faitatletani.—Lnitiaville South West,
Us. the same Ed. Kahn who collect-
ed large sums of money from saloon-
keepers to use III Die campaign, but ap-
propriated every dollar to his own use
sod skipped. lie kept the most noeori-
ous anti demoralizing "5 cent barrel
bouile" opposite this office, ever opened
In a decent community. We would like
to find him for a email amount ourselves.
A horse attached to a vehicle ran into
Garth Bell's turnout Saturday afternoon
and demolished things generally.
Mr. F. M. Whithoe has moved front
his former home into Mrs. Sarah Cole-
wall's cottage on Campbell street.
The Plernix Hotel has new brass
checks, stamped *het the mune of the
hostler)' WO imbiber of the room.
The Louisville ( onference. PREFERRED LOCALS.
THERE HAS BEEN
a gr, dealsoil tilitut %brt1s.u, itil n
or ler not to tire our ii lends turther on
this threadbere subject, we simply say
see tla and our stock before purchasing
goods in this lime. N. B. SHYER.Dr. J. B. Solomon will preach at the year. Mrs. R. I. Martin.Baptist church in Oita city Sunday
There Was a very marked type ofmorning and evening at the motel hours. .
spiritueloty in the preaehing during theMULE Coer roe Selec.-1 have for sale „„em.
the finest 6 montfo'r old mule colt in the
eounty. J. A. Haley, ito Hamby's pre-
cinct.
'Squire Pollard ions moved his family
into the residence reeently vacated by
Mr. C. W. Rae, eel South Virginia
OM et.
Superintendent TA 3111411 lets his force
of able-bodied men at work on Webber
etreet, eink hog the earth on a ieVel With
that street.
Mr. Geo. F. Compliell, of this city, was
eautinitted on trial to the 'rave-1'11g cou-
lee:eon' at the ievetit Conference of the
M E. Church at Ilerttord.
Esq. T. S. 'I Insley is County Judge
pro tesi in the *bootee of Judge W. P.
Winfree, who is et Louisville attending
the State Industrial Conference.
1)eicsa-M•SING-1 AM again prepared
to do LI re66-nuking slid iii vile my old
friends and patrons to give we a call.
Mss.M. A. Sit•RRY.
'the streets, especially 7tii, 9th and
Main streets, are in • most wretched
condition. We trust this notice will
attract the attention of the city father,.
It is a source of much gratification to
the church and his many friends here
that Rev. J. W. Lewis has been return-
ed to the Methodist charch in this city.
Master Johnnie Russell, son of J. D.
Russell, who was accidently shot In
the hand by little Ned, son of V. W.
Crabb, one day last week, is getting
along nicely.
Some tine trotters putted through the
city Sunday front the Nashville races,
en route to Henderome Fair. They were
shipped in the toggage ear guarded by
their jockeys.
'The "Hunnewellitles" are still die-
covering coal beds amid Iron ore plants
three timer a day regularly. At least
that is how the case has stood tor the
past three weeks.
Mr. Otho Anderuon is Ill go to Louis-
ville one day tide week to enter the
Law University. Mr. Anderson is a
very talented young man and we predict
for him a bright future.
There is a report out to the effete that
several children in the city are affected
with the measles. We know this to be
absolutely untrue. There Is IlOt a sin-
gle case in all Hopkimoville.
Another evidence of our city's pros-
perity and of the faith her own citizens
have in her ultimate destiny, is exem-
plified by the number of handsome res-
idences goleg up in all parts of the
city.
J. P. Wilson, of the Pond river
country was arrested Tiiesday morning
and arraigned before Esq. 'Tinsley,
charged with breaking into the stable of
Mr. John Ebling. He was released on a
4100 bond to await further action.
Mr. Alex Woodson, of Crofton, was
tined $2 50 In the police court Monday
for using obscene languageon the street.
lie also, while intoxisated, forcibly en-
tered a room at Mrs. R. I. Martin's res-
turant Monday night anti was put out
by officers.
We courteously invite all of the young
ladles and gentlemen in our town and
county to send us personal and local
Items every week. We will be glad to
have them use our columns freely and
right along, if we can help them or their
friends in our paper.
Mr. James N. Glass has resigned his
position in the internal revenue service
to go into more lucrative butoinees, in
Louisville, and will leave with his fami-
ly for that city in a few days. Mr. Giese
ham been one of the most efficient officers
in the district, and Is ait estimable gen-
tlemen of the old Wipe& --Os ensboro
Messenger.
One of our most enterprishog clews,
together with the proprietor of the
Franklin House, Clarksville, is con-
tenplating the erection of a four story
brick block on the old Moaert Hail prop-
erty, recently purchased by a Claris-
elite syndicate. The coot Is figured at
$60,000. This sounds loud on paper, but
the gentlemen have the "wherewith"
and are in earliest. The proposed pro-
ject is for a hotel investment.
Deafness (AEI be Cured
by local applications, SA they can not
reach the diseased part of the ear. There
is only one way to cure Deafness, and
that is by constitutional remedies. Deaf-
ness is caused by an inflamed condition
of the mucus lining of the Enetachian
Tube. When this tube gets inflamed,
you have a rumbling sound or imper-
fect hearing, and when It is entirely
closed Deafness is the result, and unless
the it tiernation can be taken out and this
tube restored to its 'tonna' condition,
hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
which is nothing but an hitlented condi-
tion of the mucus surface,.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any cases of Deafness (caused by Ca-
tarrh) that we cannot cure by taking
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circular,
free.
F. J. Caiav & Co ,Toledo, 0.
prSold by all Druggists 75 cents.
A Very Mysterious Jail Delivery.
"Cairo Charley," a mulatto, who hotel
been cotifined in jail for
sometime, and who had once before
broken jail at this place made a tniracu-
Mus escape Monday. Uncle Daniel
Brow'', the jailer, gave the prisoners
their supper at the usual hour Monday
evening, after which the prisoners were
all securely locked in their cells. After
the cells were securely locked "Calro
Charley" called for a ceew of tobacco,
the jailer went into his private room and
returned heeding the tobacco through
bars of the cell. There eau be no doubt
that the prisoner was_in his cell alien
the doors were fastened. No disturb-
ance was beard.through the night, arid
Die jail was not entered until next morn-
ing when the jailer entered to serve
breakfast to the prisoners. On opening
the cells it was found that "Charley"
had made _hie escape. Not a wretch
could be found about the jail, and every
door was locked just as it had been left
the night before. At any early hour
Tuesday morning a reporter for the
Times and News called ht the jail and
interviewed the remaining prisoners,
they claimed that "Charley" was in his
cell after night, anti his escape is a mys-
tery to them. Taking it all together
It is simply as DaDiel says: "Thi.
greatest mystery on earth awl alway
will bP."••• M saloon t. I I le Tittle,' ime
More or lallamed Byes lipeodlly erred.
By tile use of Darbys Prophylactic
Fluid. It allay a the in bliuutiiiimtloii amid
Irritation and is peculiarly efficacious by
reason of Its power in cleansing and
destroying ail poisonous matter. Cha-
fing, bruises, humors, eruptions, boils
and sores, and clime more serious and
tenacious maladies, Scald Head, Salt
Rheum and Eryelpelas, are speedily
cured by the Fluid.
The Louisville Annual Couference
closed Ifs 'credo(' oti Monday bight at
10 o'clock. The eonference was well
attended and elitertained toy the people
of Hartfor.1 with abutioloolt ho.toitality.
The preachers were in tine spirits and
made reports showing an advance lu
matron' prosperity over any previous
The Anitivereiries of the Prsaviters
Aid Society, Board of Church Extension
and Board of Milestone were 'notable oc-
casions—each contributing a v middens-
bit. increase to the funds of the several
Boards.
The Rev. Geo. Needham Was present
in the interest of the far West. lit. Meek
of the t'entral Methodist Witi also a
visitor. Hie paper is doing welt in
heutecky.
Dr. W. T. Pointer of Science 11;11 
1B Galbreath & Co s
JUST OPENED
Coliege was oolong Ole vetoer... 'I WO
tirseciese mem were anemia ed its
transterro II to the boob —S. A. Steel,
1). 1) end G. C. Kelly.
u e
At All Hourshe Birhopes sermon on Suntley was a
strong presentation of Gospel Truth end
ecclesiastical polity.
'rite following are some of the appoint-
ments:
Russellville District G. 11. Ilayero
Ruseellville J Ir. Sigler
Atialrvilie 
 Is. It' Orr
Allebsville P. T. Ilariliaon
Elkton I. W. Emerson
Trenton I). S Boole%
Fairview J. W. Bigham
ti opkinsville J. W. 1 ewis
Cadiz W K. Puler
Franklin J. B. Cottrell
LeFayette E E. Pate
Henderson District R. F. Hayes
Henderson E. W. Bottoniley
Corydon..B. A. Cundif & G F. Campbell
'The lust named is a junior preacher.
hicElrees Wine of Cardui is for sale
by the following merchants in Chrlstian
County.
H. B. Garner,
G. E. Gaither,
Hopper ot Son,
J. H. Artnistette,
Clifton Coal Co,
W. II, Nolen,
Hopkinevilee, Ky.
4.
44 4.
/I
Mannington, Ky.
hateeridge, Ky.
W. 11. Martin, Crofton, Ky.
M. B. Miller. l'embroke, K,.
home Good Tobacco,
Capt. C. D. Bell, of Dell's Station.
Christian county, Kentucky, came to
Clarksville on Thursday last and brought
with him a stalk of partially cured tobac-
co upon which there were ten leaves,
three of which only were lop, and the
other seven were excellent quality, al-
tholigh slightly suit-burned. Capt. Bell
stated that he hoed fully 30,000 pounds
like it, and that his near neighbors had
crops full; at good as his own. The sea-
Poll up there was more favorable thee in
most localities heard front so far, end the
recent frost did little or no damage there.
The exhibition of the above stalk at the
tobacco exchange caused quite an ex-
citement as such an excellent crop as re-
ported by it was not expected front any
locality. Reports brought iii by plant-
ers since the frost of last week are not so
unfavorable as were predicted by tobac-
co buyers on Mondry last, yet it is posi-
tively known that The majority of the
crop is slightly 'stained and very likely
nipped • little.—Clarksville Chronicle.
Electric Bitter*.
Tido remedy Is becoming so well
known and so peopoilir as to need no
special mention. All who have used
Electric Bitters sing the same song of
praise —A purer medicine twee not
mast and it is guaranteed to do all that
I, claimed. Electric Bitters will cure
all diseases of the Liver and Kidneys,
will remove Pimples, Boils, Salt Rheum
and other affections caused by impure
blood.—Will drive Malaria trom the
system and prevent as well se cure all
Malarial fevers.—For cure of Headache,
Constipation and Indigestion try Electric
Bitters—Entire satiefaction guaranteed,
or money refunded.—Price 50 eta, and
11.00 per bottle at harry B. Garner's,
City Pharmacy.
Green Hill.
At the residence of the bride's father,
Mr. Robt. E. Hill, in the neighborhood
of Montgomery, Trigg county, at four
o'clock Wednesday afternoon Mr. Nel-
son Green and Miss Ella Hill were made
man and wife. The happy couple came
at once to this city and took the ten
o'clock train for St. Louis, to the fair,
after which they will return to Naeliville
where they will go to house-keeping
Mr. Greets is express messenger on a
run between Nashville and Henderson.
lie is an old ilopkinsville boy, and be-
sides numerous relatives here, has a
large number of friends who will bid
him God-speed in this felicitous ender-
takitog. The bride is one of Trigg's fair-
est and most pepuiar daughters and in
every way worthy of her young husband
wheee lire and home she will testers and
adorn. Luck to them arid may they live
long and prosper.
Consuinplioa, Wasting Diseases,
And General Debility. Doctors dis-
agree as to the relative value of Cod
Liver Oil and Hypophosphites--the one
supply ing strength and &eh; the other
giving nerve power, and acting as a
tonic to the digestive and entire system.
Butt in Scott's EMUISi011 of Cod Liver
Oil with Hypophoephites, the two are
combined, and the effect la wonderful
Thousenda who have derived 110 per-
manent benefit from other preparations
have been cured by its use. Title is not
an aseutnption, but facts that are sub-
stantiated by the ext erienee of the past
10 years, and the endorsements of
thousands of the best Physicians
throughout the Country.
PREFERRED
 LOCALS
One Month Old.
Our busieees is only one month out.
During that time we have sold hundreole
of customers, and If there Is otie ens-
tomer ainoiog them who is not satisfied
with the purchases they made, bring the
footle back lied we will cheer-Why re-
ined Ow money. We have made big
preparations for a large sessoree bud-
erne, and we have nettle prices lower
than you ever bought goods before. All
we ask when In need of anything iii our
line, come and see us, go through our
stock, get our prices, and you can easily
judge tor yourself why we are known as
the leading Dry Goods House of Hop-
kineville. We have placed on sale this
week a great many novelties. Come •nd
look at them, you are welcome whether
you wird' to buy or not.
BASSETT.& CO.,
No 4, North Main HE.
Owing to the greet desire of all girls
and boy a for a lilts, we have gone lei
the trouble and iteputias of having men-
ilfeetured Pamela/1y a large lot of good
lubstiottial kite's which we will give
away FREE to all customers who pur-
chase goods to the amount of 3 dollars
or more If/ our Millinery, Clothing or
Shoe Department, cointuencing Thurs-
day, Sept. 29 and continuing until the
kites are all gone. Come early.
-Very Respectfully,
N. B. SHYER.
OYSTERS
AND
CELERY
SiolkColory.
OYSTERS
AND
CELERY
Can You Afford It !
This is the queetion. Can you afford
to pass Mrs. R. I. Martin vtiett you
want a new hat? Esieweally when she
haa the largest stock, thegnoet fashiona-
ble shapes, and, the most important of
all, the Lowest Prices.
N. B. SHYER.
Mrs. R. I. Martin, M'g'r.
To The Ladies.
Mad. D. Jacobi has just returneei from
Due East with a complete line of fine
the fittest and best ever
brought to Hopkiesville; Also a lovely
title of notions and termite' novelties,
ouch as fine Ilatodkeriedefs, Scarfs,
Ladies Hose, Colter'', Gloves, Veiling
and many other things too numerous to
men t
All thous goods a III lw sold very rea-
sonably as %VP Wish the patronage of
Hoopelusville and ourrtotintling counties.
All we ask is to give us a trial.
We will have a grand opening Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday Oct. 6, 7. and
8, to which we extend to one and all •
cordial invitation.
We have in our employ MIAs Ida
•Ilen who is well known to the people
and would be pleased to see her triends
at Dr. Gieh'sCorner 9th and Main St.
L. JACOBS, Trtiotee.
8 Cents.
25 dozen Kid
Gloves at 38c.
just in. Call
for a pair.
Bassett & Co.
An Appeal to the Ladies.
Owing to the rush we expect during
the fair week, we would be pleased to
have all who with hate trimmed to call
early In order to avoid annoyance amid
delay. Our stock is certainly in grand
shape now, gO give us a call. Our three
stores will be ciceed on Wednesday,
Se pt. 2$• N. B. SHYER.
Mrs. R. I. Martin, M'g'r.
C.5t-CO TC)
Jacob's opening to-day. The finest
Etock of ladies goods in the citv.
FOR RENT.
A suburban dwelling on 7th St. near
city litnite with all necessary out build-
ings and 21 acres of laud. Will rent
it as a whole or rent the dwelling and
garden. Poiweesion given on short no-
Lice.
FOR RENT.
A dwelling on Campbell St. with it
rooms good neighborhood. Price 15
dollars per month.
FOR RENT.—A frame dwelling near
Jessup Avenue. 3 rooms. l'rice 7 dol-
lars per. month.
FOR RENT.—On North Liberty a
dwelling *Rh 4 rooms. Price 10 dol-
lars per. month.
No. M.
A farm of 130 acres
good land 20 acres in
timber. Within two
miles of Gracy Sta. on
the I., A. & T R. R. Im-
provements: Dwelling
with 3 rooms, stable al-
so if desired, 60 acres ot
timbered land detach-
ed. Low price, and
long time on both.
No. se
THE FOX PLACE.
On South Main street
with 2 acres of land.
Dwelling with 11 rooms
large stable. All nec-
essary out buildings.
In splendid repair.
Terms easy.
No ;..
140 acres of land.
Half well set in clover.
All under good fence,
plenty of good timber,
6 room house, cistern,
spring in every field,
will ne at the terminus
of the pike on Lafay-
ette road. Price $20 per
acre. All cash.
No. 73.
312 acres of land on
Little River between
Cox Mill and Palmyra
roads, a good dwelling
6 rooms, hall, pantry.
Barn to hold 25 acres
tobacco, stable with
capacity for 26 head of
stock & cows, 4 tene-
ment houses, 2 cisterns
never failing well, good
orchard, ice house and
85 acres of timber.
Price 9,000, one-third
cash balance 1 & 2
years with interest.
We have Dwelling,
Vacant Lots and some
Business Property for
Sale, well located in
this city.
Fire and 'remelt, Imeirootive %tette,' It,
Oral Pleas I '011ipetilos, sin) !MONO at-
elution In ease of loos.
Negotiating Loans a specialty With
We rent houses anti collect rents, and
par taxes for nororesidenta. Come to
see its If you want anything In our line.
CALLIS & CO.
Main street. Poet-office building.
C. W. Mrrc LLFItt,Prea.t. 
 cc 9r47.) 
M. LIPSTINE'S
Before You Buy Your
at.lsonh's, corner Ninth and Main, (he Dry Goods lothi Millinery. Call to-day.latest New York and Parisian Novelties •OYSTERS OYSTERS 9 hing, Hats
Boots, Shoes, Millinery,• •
AND AND
CELERY CELERY
Served ill llly Style 3! 101-coti.cma.S; EuriciM'xirialtEsixixx€4. Grcoodbas.
New, Fresh Goods of the Latest Styles are being received daily. They are offered very low and, I will not beundersold by anybody, East, West, North or South. Call and convince yourself. No trouble to show goods, andam not ashamed to tell prices. Expecting your patronage, I remain, yours truly,
MOE. IALICIPEIWIDITIELN. B.—MRS. CARRIE HART wants the ladies to call and examine our latest and newest styles in
Cloaks and Short Wraps,
for Ladies, Misses and Children, before they buy.
Ho! for the Races!
The biggest race of the season is for the
IEL .1%. I XV ge;
and new and elegant goods which we have re
ceived and are receiving daily for Fall and Win-ter. We are showing in our
111111101188 Doilblo Mammoth Stores
the most elegant, elaborate and complete stock
of Clothing, Dry Goods, Ladies' and Gent's Fur-
nishings, Ladies', Men's and Children's Shoes
and Boots, Hats and Caps ever shown to thepeople in the surrounding country.
The finest and largest stock of Cloaks, Jack-ets and Short Wraps and Misses' and Children'sCloaks ever shown in Kentucky. We have thelargest stock and prettiest styles and fits ofSeal Plush Cloaks and Short Wraps in the city,to which we ask inspection. One of the manybargains in our stock is an elegant Seal PlushShort Wrap worth $18.50. We are selling at$12.60 a perfect beauty and others in the sameproportion.
Remember the "Old Reliable,"
Mammoth Double Stores, No. 13 & 15, Hopkinsville, Ky.
M. Frankel & Sons Prop's.
4 CHEAP GOODS.
My Fait stock is now arriving by every train, and my store will soon be filled with all styles of
90%3E10 3/3M9E' G-ClOaDie;
from the best Manufacturers. I have a beautiful stock of
Diztmss a-oon 5,
with braids or velvets to match. Ladies' and Misses' Shoes of all styles and the best quality.The Celebrated
Red School-House Shoes
for boys and girls. The best of Boots for men and boys. A large lot of good knitting yarn justreceived. A fine stock of Carpets, cheaper than ever before. All staple goods at the lowestprices, and in fact, I intend to sell goods cheaper this season than they have ever been sold inthis market. Give me a call and guarantee you the value of your money.
J. D. RUSSELL.
Elccomilminfigomou, N. TOBIN & CO.,
Mirchint Tailors.
G W. III iTe Lta. VIC! Tres't A Mts.'. itery. a Treas.
General Founders and Machinists.
—Manufacturers of—
Say Ill]: ata lilllachiliery,
Pulley Irbarting, Hangers
And Male a 6ipiseialty of Repairing Lo-g. nes mid MID Machinery.
We have recently added to our factory a
General Repair Department,
where we will do repairing of
WACONS, PLOWS,
bHOEINC
and surf. like. Our smiths and wood -
workmen are
Mechanics Esp•rtence.
Our Iron Cistern Top
lathe most convenient, durable and r heap
est top Manufactured. We manufacture
OUR PUMPS
and use the best of materials.
0
3
0
Sr'=C =f3
Wrought Iron Fencing
in an Amens.
WROUGHT IROM TOBACCO SCREWS
And Ratchet Scree -
We are manufaeters of the America .
Combipatiop FORCO
Fur c hrtstian, Todd andlTrigg;coun neeit it the beet and,
CHEAPEST
Fence manufactured. Call wee voila
ne It.
We manufacture all goods we sell and
Guarantee Them Fully.1
Shall be glad to quote pricee or mak,
eatimates out all work in our use.
Very Truly,
Opera Budding, No. 108.
4' - •
Elegant stock of FALL and WINTER Suit-
ings at Lower prices this season than ever.
Newest patterns, latest styles and perfect fits
guaranteed.
Molclli MlllilillifillgEolllillill.
 
HARDWARE! HARDWARE!
7„,,,,,,,IntiN..........,n,.,,b,,,,T,..0411.COLLEGE 
GUNS, PISTOLS,
Gg0R9ETQ ,,,rin sn„,,, ,, ,,,,,...,,,,..........,:,,......Ilir .n•,i h__ith 1 uhenon, ompuodre . AND AMUNITION!_
'iilit.iiis'OL4A.:ii7..Isie"iiiiiiiji'v:t!b;16:lidir'iiiiiii:itil. me Cutlery, Knives and Razors!
I.a. 431-AL.1E7 CI 11,E16.7r,
elMIN7V103LIMR,
CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE.
Large Assortment, Low Prices,
W'0R2C .A. SP.ECI.A.1-•T'-‘2%
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS!
CALL AND SEE US!
NATE, !Bell Clie4a43,
And Guarantee Satsfactin!
THOMPSON & ELLIS.
•
c44".F4:N
eve
• t. se. et *.
•
••• tee.. zee-nes -nen a. e es- • elem. e'er -es.‘:
....'eVcn--.402fOREZP:31esseiegeameeemseesetzaenemee...... o .
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CHESAPEAKE, ("HO
-AND- ,
S 0100 S tern R. GO.
iathern Trurri. Line through the
VIRCINIAs
TO
Washington,
Baltimore and
Eastern Seaboard
Cities.
„ .
Direct Route
To Memphis,
New Orleans,
-•ed ILO Pointe le-
Arkansas and
Texas
Through Tickets are sow os oa or
address
B. F. Jirrt- iiEI.I.,
Gee' Pam met Ticket Ag't, Lottieville, Ky.
tIME TABLE
TH -
Owensboro & Ndshville R. R. Co.
Mad. Mixedty‘pitet__trei,m Owensboro 2:110pre 6:40am
A mve-4 iwetedetta.... • .. 10:4S a m II:10 p m
Depart --Central City 
 
8:50 a re 2 In 1. an
- 
"'  
 
4;t1 p on I :et) p m
•rrive- e °  
 4:14 I. Di 11:1bp ni
. 
" 
 
Ei :be a m 1:tit) p m
Dep,rt-Ruseedellle.  
 
0:6i a m 9:15 a m
4:15 p in
Arrive-  
 4:10 p uk 4:36 p to
6:24 a in
Itspart-Atiairrille 
 
610 a in
9.1b p m
•1
- • • •
Man'g'r, Lou ieville, Kv.
W. M. NEW BOLD, . Owenetioro
GUS YOUNG,
--- I E A 1. E ; •
HARDWARE!
GUNS!
AND CUTLERY !
Hunting Outfits
Iron, Wagon Timbers,
HORSESHOES,
BELLS AND ROPES
Coffee Street opp. ilaaters Rank,
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky,
BEAST!
Mexican
Mustang
Liniment
'.!ciadca,
Lumbago,
Shatunation.
duress
Scalds,
Stings.
Rita,
Shines.
2naious.
Co713.
Scratches.
Syrtis&
Strains,
Stitches.
ft:WI-Ants,
Backache,
Gas,
Sorsa,
fpavia
Cracks.
' Contracted
Bawled,
Eruptions,
Esse Ail.
Screw
Worms,
'whiney,
Saddle illa1,1s,
Pike.
THIS COOD OLD STAND-BY
'Tranannew for everybody exactly what iseliom.
e'en. One or than:moan for the great p.)tularfty
in Mustang Liniment retina In Its universe
n vol len bit it,. Everybody needs such a medi-dzie
Tie Lamberma• needs its ease a obedient.
The li ow mewl fe needs et fer general family use.
The Cannier needs It tor his teams and his men.
-Th• Mecha•le mode It always on his work
bet,h.
The :i1 leer ums.:,itt, to ease of emergenry.
'.'he Pi olive r need. it-can't get along urithreat It.
The Fernier need. it La Sis ham,. hie stem.,
an.: his stork yard.
Tire Steamboat man sr the Soatesan seals
I; le mend supply afloat and ashore.
The Horee-fancler needs it-dt Li. beet
f • end and safest relLanoe.
Tar otriek.grewer needs It-- It will tare WM
oi tends et dellars and a woe:der *Lennie.
T be Iliallimad man reads It and will need It in
as cis tlf o is a rourtdot accidents and dam ;wet
The Rack smodsteras needs It. There et noth-ing eke It ad ea antidote for the dangers to life,
hater &ad cataract which aurronnd the Moseerr.
The Illerelss•t seeds 'lobos' his stem aineee
Ids stIMMOYessa Ace/dente will happen. and WID•11
Il4h4414/00014ithe Mosconi Ltainaens 14 wanted et nuns.
Yell) a Bottle lathe Mamie. Its or
c
Kee, a Bottle le the t'n /eery. Itsimnitiellzti
.n clan of dt•nt save,. pain and has or ws• . •
Kee* a Bottle Ai...eyelet ttie• 11.1,•
t.•• wave dragged.
Hughes' Tonic,
St'1111 •ND SAY": Neliebr von
Invaluable In the...saute.
It WIII Cure the Most Obstinate. win leave Evansville f Cannelten daily
eneept Punday, at *knock, a na. seabies sureCases. renineeLon: with the Q., R. I N. R. R.
SCRATCHED 28 MRS.! A SUMMER IN EGYPT.
A S.-aly. Itching, Skin Disease
With Endless Suffering Cur-
ed by Cutloura Berner:1Am
If had leown of the t Urieult• Ittegries
twenty te. hi 'eine a.u. it woul-i ear., ref efil
na, 42 .1 et; • two toinored (I liar ) au an tin.
Menne iii of snit: mg. My •ii-tr it•e
rim 44 4.1 1111111•141•041 en toy hea I ia sts o. t
tarder than a 44int It retread rap y ail over
my hoe.% awl gut under in) unite The semi..
Infalb crop ,-Wart me at, the Ode. and my set
fe It g uit • and veitheet reli-t. (the
dedure .a not tent' I nie &se
this di-rese ter totem I am a poor men, but
feel rive t De Fah Vs.! di what a tine of the doe-
toni said a As lapteity, eome riug w. r.e, peoria
Sie. etc tout . and .. retrial, tibiae
met. tine y ear •nd • hull, but no 4 ure I west
le I v.. or three doet rs astl no • tile. I . antLt
piano Lad LrTICLar. litusantila ;a.. much
the) rave made my ilia s el ar and free
tr ,ta sea e• us a ital.y'e. Ali I ur of III. In
n Int- e aoe 01 I UTICI•ItA, tin tart- tan LI r
Of L 1 • 3.1' • laisto.vssr, an.1 rakes tl
WS soar If )..5 had ens ere alai
'quo would hay, sum 'or two h hteireo
tliellar•y. otithl have hail Iv*. Tri -Toy wet
Tut like the picture in Y. lir book of l'eertune
;picture r.umber tee, Sam 'Ao-
rtae s"), but row I ant lte (Lear as any person
ever was. Tbrouith I res ut Inuit I ruo My
hands wow my .trine awl legs to aer.itch owe in
a while, but It) Di) pt114400e I .141 all Wel,. I
*era eh ore in yew 11, anti got to be a kind
of ratttstl saints to Me I 'think you a thou-
mad tint 5. Anything more teat you want
anon write Lia me, auy one who read. thi•
.) write to lee atni Wile-anew. r it.
%V • ration. V, VT • ,1511. loth, les?.
Panriasis, tet ma, Tetter, - gu, rut. L
en, P. in Ituslecald ittent„ Milk t 1644. I' wheal'.
Itarb..re', Bak' r•', and tt
aa's Itch, anti ey ery species of Iteltire, Burn-
ing, Sealy, Puma) Houton. of the okin anti
• alp diva snit Loin of lie r„ are piles-
• Oared by Ct-rtcl'it•. Qs- Food :•ki ure.
aril ( . otter, an ragmen.. Skin Iltenn-
tid-r snot eure Ca REsoLT ENT.
the New el. ed Periewr it t re•I1), warn ;my-
eciarla and ail other r,mediee
Sold t fiery wh-re .Priee l'utleura. :
Z'OPP. Resolvent* $1 Pry:. led by the 07-
Telt 11.9 .t CHEW t' A L 0 , 11.440,071„ Mast
egir:.,•ad -How go cent Skin Ibee seen'
et page pages, 60 trations, end ne Itei
niadt.
P/MMES. tesek -heath., ehrierel and relyIM his 1•Trielltril by LUTIII DU NI 111 :ATEO
So P.
Free Free From Piin!
e the t lit•.•nra nrii•
l'is••re re eau W. noiati
•inhire, share, and Ner
y u• Pain-, St ins awl W. *kn. as
t.t and ions pain 'theme P•aster. 33 et site
MAZES
-$31*
EASY !
ty
Pi
0
f.4
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$17.t
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•teend be need a few meads. berme coninement
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STEEL, STEEL, STEEL
The Celerrateci
Deorillg Steel Binder,
The Stroogeaq,
The Simpleet,
The Lichtest Draft,
The Simplest K notter,
The Noet thimble.
11.4.• of theft told than anyother Binder ID
the Slate Keetucky.
TnE CELEBRATED
DEERING MOWERS
}fact n.,
EXCELSIOR WAGONS.
We have a full stock on hand of all sizes. We
warrant every wagen to give perf. et satiate
lion or rebind the money. Buy your wagons
at home where the warrantee is good.
Fine Carriales aad
we now have the Tuo-it eolni.lete stock of
Buggies, Carr:Wee. sersre Wagons. At*.,
etnTk. We eel" the g ft 'XMASES 11111'GGY
and One Carriages They are to be relied oe
aa first-elms gooda
Belting of all Sizes.
We e•• semi/ all thresher Ines at lowpri^ a is it nigh to call special att-n Ion tc
the feet that we kmis the largest stoma ns this
m i .
Separators & Engines.
tee reesseitee it fell lige of the ieeding sap.
/water. .11.1 R1140.1 4 , andit•ss,,, and
other Threshing o•revel.
E.?' C
We now hare in our employ as ioevenan of
our wag.). an spachniedepar went, Mr. G. W.
Gartimer. of llarrodMiirg, Ky Ile tooroughoy
understands repairing ali kind* nt
and wagon.. de. "Si. wish to can attention
that our facilities are sueh that we ran repair
your separator,' better and for less money that
any body else. nd them in early so wee rantio tbe wors before harem*.
Homestead Tobacco Grover.
Barbed Wire,
Pumps,
Belting,
Harness,
Grates,
Lime,
Mantels,
Hair,
Cement,
Plaster,
Mixed Paints.
White Lead,
Linseed Oil,
Machine Oil,
Oil Cans
one stock is eomplete re ail eepArtenepta.
Prewe can Mt felted on m bring low.
FOlie
3E31131 
Female College
Hopkinsville, Ky.
The /all Term will open on MONDAY, AU-GUST 39, 'w7. An experteneed faculty, thor-
onglytnatructum and terms AA heretofore forether teforesstion call on nr sidievay
J. SS . UST,
Hook tasvill•
Es••stirsniis a tbseiravrow D•xi• Pacts,
'The Lorin Draught Steamer
IsT GTI/eT
J. THOMPSON .
NAig llasagerClerk.
I OH stel,ii RV Dal t.i.i•'rs, lietunrata. lea ealannelter dady at 6:14 p
m., Sunday except d, and Owenaborn at 9 p.PRICPAIKED HI
R. A. ROBINSON Si CO.,
LOUISVILLE, EY. Leaves X la. m. sharpLeaves fleremabore 
 
4 p. m. sharp
fare 500. tor round trip on Sunday. brit not
reeprmetire tor st,,reit puretateel by thecae ward
RYRZITESI asat ER, toter ts.FRITZ BB,OS.,
Livery, Feed and Sale Stable, -
Ninth Ste N, sr Depot,
Oren AT TINS Cala.
- - 4 ICantacky.
FOR SALE
tier learnt and vehicles are aa gond many ,the etty veniestl y !dealer! asd ample lir-
rouim,,,lattnns Have • roomy buggy shelterin, tau mutton's's.
.rirst Oranessierst Wagon I
mad uDiratial
OLD PAPERS/
At This Office.
Pooltively the beet remedy ever dis-
covered for all disease.] of and
beast that can be reached by an external
medical application, is Hanguni Root
One trial will convRinoocet:
is the reault of this vast eeneririnee. For Medicine Co., Nashville, 'I'enn. 50 centsInternal congestion, inflansmntion per bottle. For sale b.7 all druggists.and ulceration. It l• a specific. It
Is a powerful genera/. se Will as uterine, fettle
und nervirm., and imparts vig.or and etil n•thto the whole tryatera. It cons vornan; be of
stomach, indigestion. moniker. weak haek•nervous prom' rat ion, ex ha tinier', det•Itty and
sleeplewinese. in either ti,x. FlIVO rite I'reacrip-
non la sold by druggists under (..or positive
guarantee. bco wrapper amine! bottle.
On. KIX norraraPRICE $1.00, rots $43.,434:),.
Send 10 cents in stampa for hr. n-e's !urgeTreatise on Math& a r.t• Wont. ti MD Inlaid,
nalier-,detvered). Addrtatt, WOULD', hisi•En•
a4 NIEDWAL ASZAAAAT10:4, 00;.) MUD) l'!)-1
illiff1110, N. Y
0 0
Dellghte of Existence in the lend of the
Nit......Quick Springing Crops.
Egypt in summer ia commonly said to
be rat unfit residence for Europeans, but
that is a miatake, and one which would
bo less prevalent, perhaps, if it were not
fositortal by foreign officials, who wish to
proce that they need a three months'
holiday every year. Of course, if a man
besins the day with brandy and sod:land
unlimited lemon equhahes, fellowed up by
a heavy lunch. anti then retina beneath
tho nmsquito curtains for a siesta until 5
o'clock, he will wake up unrefetaleal. If
be then calls a carriage and is &leen
about till dinner time, he will prohn!
only begin to feel alive about 10 o'clock.
110 will not feel disposed to retire until
the small hours, and will waken in the
maiming as weary as when lie went to
Loh This is a matter of course. for
whiell he should not blame the climate
much. Compared with Indian heat the
temperature of Egypt is refreshing; for,
however sultry the day may be, there is
a long, cool night. The only real trial im
the length of the hot iseason. A coeple
of months of more intense beat would be
much easier to bear than the steady,
gentle grilling from May to October.
Lot, after all, an average temperature of
Oa/ in the daytime out of di-ors-widen
may lie reduccal to 80 in the large native
tokens-sinking some 10 degrees or Li
degrees at night, does not constitute a
very foruddable summer climate.
It is interesting to study an entirely
different Egypt front that described by
the hundred and one authors who have
undertaken, at the solicitation of their
friends, a record of their experience*.
There is perpetual delight in watching
the slow and solid rise of the mighty Nile.
swollen by the rains, in unexplored
Londe beyond the equator, roll-
ing along its thousands of miles
below Khartoum without a tribu-
tary. always giving to the thirsty fields
an either .siale, never receiving, but
ever flowing with a daily increasing tide
-truly one of the world's greatest won-
ders. Gradually it fills the canals). and,
mottnting its banks. climbs softly up till
it laps over aml floods the landocape. till
as far as the eye can reach t en the river
bed Eeeept is one great !eke. The villaases
with their clusters of palms lie dotted
here and there, like tiny islands in the
SQL and the fella!' has time to cross his
haods and look on with silent plea•sure at
the great Nile fructifying his acres with
rich moll from the heart of Africa.
Then as quickly er as slowly as it has
risen the river sinks, leaving stagnont
pools which the sun licks up, and the
new layer of mud -cracks into great
chasms dear to the heart of the cultivator
and ready for the quick springing crop.
The fresh growth is aJneat miraculours
in its rapidity. Where ono week all that
that meets the rye is a muddy marsh
ctivered with waterfowl, ten days later
the lovely tender green of the young
corn or berseen iv covering the land.
Then the real work of the fellah com-
mences; which la to prevent too much
water lying on Iii4ncres, and yet to Ripply
the requisite amount of moisture. The
pickax and shovel, the donkey and camel,
baby girl and the \ baby boy, all are
preaaed into service; till gradually the
preper eupply is obtained and the crop
eprings up victorious, a home for the
winter flight of quail and a can-fully pre-
pared hunting ground for the sportsman.
Wild duck and other aquatic fowl re-
joice in the Nile flood. and a goodly flock
of pelicans are to be found. The sumnwr
plumage of the 1-year-old birds i3 peculiar-
ly beautiful. the underside of each feather
being of a shell like rose color. One bird
will give eighteen inches square of the
most lovely feathers, and a dozen skins
will make an opera cloak beautiful
enough to cause any woman's eyes to
glisten. Soon in lower Egypt the cotton
fielda are in full bloom, a mass of glorious
yellow between gold and primrobe color,
whose bloosains mean money. Quickly
the color fades to the universal brown of
the pods, till they break out again with
the snowy fluff of ripenme. and the cotton
crop is ready for the picker. Probably
not one in a hundred of visitors to the
Nile land has ever seen a cotton field in
flower. It is one of the sights reserved
for the summer martyrs.
What the cotton plant is to the delta
the sugar cane is to the country between
Cairo and Aseouan. The cane is laid
down in the early summer in pieces of
about a foot long. overhtpping each other
in the long furrows. Boys then walk
along stamping down the ends, and the
earth is turned over. The process of
taking root (lees not require much time,
and when once the spikes appear above
ground they shoot up almost visibly. By
the end of August the planter's work is
over, and he will tell you that there are
many worse places in which to spend tile
summer than Fetich. Magagah or Erment.
The morning rides and the moonlit strol6
through the plantations would supply
material for sketching much less hack-
neyed than mosques, pyramids and
camels.
Whatever Europeans may feel, sum-
mer Li the season the native really loves.
In the winter he, goes about with big
llea,1 wrapped up in multifarious eltawiss
cursing the Franks who have brought
rain and oold, antl beneeming Ids own
harl lot. The few piastera he can earn
will not afford him a fire, anti his home.,
if he has one. is wretchedly bare. In the
summer he ran sprawl about on the
gritund in comfort:dile warnith all night
long, awl a for beans la the pod or a
couple at yank of @mow claw anal a
pumpkin 0]-0 Wm a elleap awl delirium'
Ihist better thnn niud for hero
feel, anti the linking of the Nun ia pure
tlellelit tho Aral) born. In the town
can hese his nightly fantaseur or
other open air amusements, which oust
Welting,
The leaste have their share of enjoy-
meet front the overflowing abundance of
fonl. and the Initubleat donkey banquets
myally. No oars who has ever seen a
mule or a donkey roll in the dust when
Ids saddle is taken off can guebs the joy he
feels. The expression of satisfied desire
showing on the tip of a bullock's nose
and from out hi; grea, 'sleepy eyes as he
rolls porpoise like in the canal, after a
long day's round in the sakieh. is enough
to make a Christian envy the litea.st.-St.
James' Gazette.
An amendment to the constitution of
Switzerland has been adopted looking to
tiff establishment of a government patent
office.
The President carmen :memo the lair
of Dallas this fall. and he Hoer deliber-
ately foregoes the pleasure of seeing
the mile genuine five-legged calf
in the werld.
Hotel and Surgical Institute
1114•07 of Eighteen r. • p.• Heat-cif and *kill.
rut Phy.debeu• and eurereue.
ALL CHRONIC DISEASES A SPECIALTY.-P at o •rits treated here or at thoir houses. manytreated at home, through ourrespondenee,
suctossfully as if here In person. Come and
see us. or fiend ten e efts in Metope for our
"Mesita' Gutdo-Boak,' which gitts all pertic.
ulars. Address: Wont.tee hilSrgarlAnY MEDI-
C•E AssocIATioe, CAC Main St.. Buffalo. N.Y.
For " worn-out." "run-down," (k•bilitated
14-41.,. )1 Leachers. milliners. wiiinstrkir•fters. and overworked worn, tenet-1111r,Dr. Pierm.'s Favorite I'll•Aeril41041 )I)f• telt
of all restaireti ye tonke. it In not a "l'uro-011."but admirably fulfill.; it Sintdonefe perpoirt.
th-ing a most potent Specific for id! then°Chronic Weaknesses and Dist-anus pet:utter to
womm. The trentment et thotiaantisOf Bitch eitorlt, at the Inv:Aida' If otAl and Surg-ical Insititiite luta afforded n teree experiencein adapting remedies for Hu ir cue% and Liniment.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription Manufactured only by Mangum
Ed/r/47.....41delyZie.9ce
ItOt rue Lt. I ell.
( Horrors,
Editor New Era:
Jack Day lett here Wit Senday for
weorgia %here he will spend sometime
in Introduchig the Woodruff plater.
John P. Barnes has sold his term near
here to D. Lanier.
• Miss Laura a iti Master Aught John-
sen, of your city, spent Sunday with
their titer arid grand•tather near here.
I unsiersuisid that utele Jesse Barrie,
formerly • citizen of this% county, tied
at White Pleitts last Sunday at au mil-
itant.; ti age.
While JOIiii W. Bowling, of eur town,
was unloadieg amid trout a %seism' last
Tuesday, his team became frightened
and hounded ae. ay like lightning, throw-
ing John to the ground. A stick of
wood tell acroast him, but fortunately be
dufitaitiLd but slight injuries. The team
a horse and a mule, rail about a quarter
of a tulle whet' they became entangled abd
tell. 'rite wagon they were atteeired
stud another vs agOle they Tan itgaillat were
considerably *mashed.
Governor Butskrier can always find
plenty ot advisors, so can guy title in
charge ot trey public trust. I an not
vain enough to [leek l could offer any
advice. 1 ion not a Comae' on his staff.
Indeed If tile pull-books were ecrutinized
closely I am not sure that he Is govern-
or by my assiotance, but if 1401110 otie
could only whisper said say, that the ag-
ricultural bureau of tine state hae proven
very successful under the wise =lenge-
meet 01 the preaent Coutmiseioner John
F. Devitt, and that lea retentioe by liov
Buckner might not be one of the worot
tilittos the governor could do, It niight
be some means of aasisting the Govern.
or in @electing men capable, qu dined
and ElleeeeitliUl in the managenteet so
greatly s fleeting the intereore of the
farmers as that of the agricultural bu-
reau.
The decision of Judge A lien, of Cald-
well comity, regard to the Wulf came
of viol:Oleg the prohibition lees, sounds
to one with but little law knowledge, as
the ablest paper we have lately see?'
touvliing so grave and importarit
111)%1.V ill. W. Pitzer went to St. Louis to-
day to be :stigma ten days.
Our old friend Andy Kruse, of Evans-
ville, is now with the music firm of
Greenup Music Company, of Louisville.
Andy. is clever fellow and knows juts
how tutiell chill music to deal out iii auc-
tions to not worry a customer.
Prof. Beecham went to Greenville
Friday and returned yesterday.
Rev. Garrett, of the colored Baptist
church, has been holding a protracted
meeting at their church here and has
had quite a revival.
Mrs. Eucy J. Berne-shoe sold her farm
on Tradewster to her sons John and
Dock Barnes.
Mr. John Hamby and wife from Ham-
by precinct have moved to Petersburg.
Misses Bell Parker and Davy Ilale are
visiting in our town this week.
Mr. Omar Seeaustris Brown, from
your city, spent Sunday In our town.
About ten o'clock Friday night Bud
Longel house in our town wae discover-
ed to b3 on tire. An alarm was raised
anti fortunately the ti tines were exert-
guielied before much damage was done.
It caught front a move pipe through a
ceiling. Hail the Ilernee got under head -
there is no telling the amount of
detike that would have resulted es the
frame row on the west title of the rail-
road so easy of ignition might have
been entirely eonsumed.
Henry Beadle and family have taken
up their reeiderete In Wm. Ferrill'e new
residence near Mrs. Johnson.
A freight train collided with two cows
beloiging to Charley Gray and Mrs.
Long near here Sunday irith the usual
result.
Loluie Dulin left here yesterday for a
visiting tour through Illinois; anti Mis-
es:till.
Prise Leven has been sick several
daysi Miss Mettle Johnson has had
charge of the Primary department ot
Crofton Academy during his illness.
Richard Williams of Allendale, Nio.,
arrived here yesterday and will spend
sevseral days on business and vieiting
relatives.
Miss Ella and Mester Elmore Renton
enteted Crofton Academy this week.
di:Alvte Hamby anti Miss Lee Can-
sler accompanied by Frank Reynolds,
went to Springfield yesterday and retorii-
ed to-day looking happy. The groom is
a eon ot U. J. Ilatritiv and the bride a
daughter of J. C. Canaler. Caste:
!Mee of the rummies*.
The Intltiligenee of a luxtiry primitsera
oblivIonestese to lise entisfort or
others. 11 there are ally negatives to
that propooltion please hold up hands,
arid when you come to rum up the ar-
guruente lir support of that eegative
please do not be astonielied at the small-
ness of the area you cover by them. If
everybody could Indulge in your luxury
it would not be a luxury. It is the
knowledge that you eat' enjoy somethi tag
that others cannot, that imparts its
luxuriousness.
I notice our ohl ft lend John Bobbitt
who litla been in Kansas' for a year, but
formerly all engineer on the L. & N.
pass here this morning holding the
lever of the local freight engine. -
Prof Vitale and tittle daughters gave
a concert at Bowling'e Hall last night to
a small audience.
The new pastor of the Methodist
church here not having arrived there
wag no aervicea by that denomination
to-day.
I learn that Rev. A. C. Dorrie, hav-
ing been assigned to this point, will
preath for the Baptist church next Sun-
day. C. A. B.
-arse -•-
"1), It Was Pitiful."
Of course it was! lie tried one remedy
after another, and finally gave up and
died, when his life might have been
saved by takieg Dr. Pierce's "Golden
Medical Discovery" -the great "Con-
sumption Cure"-which, if promptly
emplOyed, will soon subdue all threat-
enhig sytnptome, such as cough, labored
breathing, night-sweats, 141)41.1'1g of
blood, rte., and reetoring waning
strength and hope, effectually stop the
poor consumptive'a rapil progrees
grave-ward. Is It not worth trying?
All druggists.
•
Jake Sharp Most Serve Nis Term.
NEW YORK, Sept. 26.-The decision in
tire ?Sharp case has been affirmed by the
general term. All four of the Judges
concurred.
- LITTLEC s
%fa s *vat LIVER
o_at.k NI 0csxk fat 5 PILLS.
ANTI-RILIOt '4 and CATHARTIC.
SICK HEADACHE)
I Bilious Headache,
Dizziness, collation-
Hon,
and BIllousAttacka
promptly cured by Dr.
plerce,• Pleasant
Purgative Pellets. 2.5
petits a vial. by One:gate.
KY., Sept. 29, Isan.
-Ow.* 
Timid Tourlst-Say, Cap'n, this boat
seems very ehaky; was anybody ever
lost In her? Boatman-Not ter my
knowledge. Thete was three men
drowned from her last Thursday, but we
found them all the next high tide.
Nature's Own True Lexative.
The delicious flavor arid healthy prop-
erties of sound, ripe fruit are well known
and seeing the need of an agreeable and
effective laxative the California Fig
Syrup Co. commenced a few years ago
to manufacture a concentratet1 Syrup of
Figs which has given such general 'satis-
faction that it is rapidly superseding the
bitter drastic liver mediethea and cath-
artics hitherto in use. If costive or bil-
ious try It. For sale In 50 cents and $1
bottles by Harry B. Garner, Hopkins-
vIlle, Kentucky.
EXPIRE NOTES.
Enclitic, Kr., Oct. 3rd. 18S7.
&titer New Era:
Mrs. Jas. Goldworthy, of this place,
!eon-tied from St. Charles, Monday,
where ehe had been speeding several
tisys ith her mother, Mrs. Grible.
Mrs A. V. Rutland returned from
Scottsville, Ky., Monday.
Mrs. G. B. Croft wits in your city,
Wednesday.
Chas. Gilman left here Thursday, for
Evanoville, Ind,
Mrs. Louis Willlanie and wife, of your
city, opeiat Samilay with the tamlly of
W . Crebtri-e, near this place.
Miss Lou Crabtree, of this place,
hos been opending several days in Crof-
ton. •
John Fern!, Croiton, was in our
town to-day, ou business.
Rev. Mr. Daceree, of the Baptist
church, will preach here the first Sun-
day isi November.
Mitoses Jennie Oldham and Ellen Mur-
phy were in sour city a few days ago.
'I he fanners throughout this section,
es II general rule, have houtieti their to-
basest, aiid are buoily engaged tiring It.
Lamle Samples hius ascepted a position
with the Heck Coal Cutupany as engi-
neer, and will move to Earlington, in a
few days. Louis Id a good man aid we
%foil him much success.
JOhn M. Hower., Aped/sutra Sup't and
weight boes tor tile Empire Coal Co.,
speut several days last week with rela-
tives at Kerlington.
Judge Holitields is the champion grape
hunter of North Chriatian. Wild gcapes
are a favorite fruit with the Judge and
lie and his friend Squire l'- have no
tomtit been tlist cause of many a poor
posaiiiii going without his slipper this
Souther,' Expreas Company have
etitablloliett an atfice at this place with
font Itutlaild lu charge. Thiel IS ill, no
doubt, prove a great aceotuutollatIon
our people as it must be borne in
that we are in a prohibition county and
must °Mein a part of our eupplies from
tither States-ouch as taillike medicine.
We %ere passing the farni of our
irienti, Frau Davie, a few days ago and
noticed a plank about a foot broad and
three feet in length nailed to one curlier
of his corn-ernes, Oa thia plank was
marked in large lettere the word "Post-
ed." It is said th Frain( has been
greatly liettoyed in the past by hunters
and ti-he rs. We soppooe by the sign
being up, that he lies twine objectioias to
parties hunting around oils crib and
hookisig his corn.
In the devslopment of a coutOry it
follows as a matter of course that roads
must be opened. The great people of
the C ustleltairy church neighborhood
Acting unou this thelry !hive obtained
from Ills Honor, the County Judge,
permission to open a road from the
church to the top of the "Buck Allen
11111." Why they want the road to ex-
tend to the top of that hill is a matter
we have nothieg to do with. That they
are uneeltish people le evitieticed by the
fact that they have also obtained per
iiiieNi011 front Rile Judge to invite all the
people who Ilse in two,.nillee of the pro-
poaed road to come and enjoy the open-
ing ceremonies. This is eliough
eat lory any one that they do not want to
cid .y all the good things alone. Frank
Campbell, one of the most accomplished
young men in this eection, spent most
of seotertlay here delivering hivitations.
Frank being a handoowe soung man
and well niounted presented a rather
gay appearance as he rode from house to
house delivering the welcome news.
Mise Belle Parker has charge of the
public school here, this session and is
teachltig a splendid school. She is not
only well qualified to teach, but has ex-
cellent control of her pupils.
A. K. W.
-es
Ita thottetioiLt of cures are tha boat
advertisement for Dr. Sage's Catarrh
Remedy.
The Taylor KlIliag.
I'LallittOK It, KY., Oct. 4, 1St37.
F.ilitor New Era:
I trust you will permit tne, through
your columns, to express a few honest
thought@ relative to the killing of young
Taylor by a negro man near Longview
recently.
In attempting to diseuss title question,
I hardly know just where to commence.
Whether the negro woman was the law-
ful wife of sail negro, I know not nor is
a know ledge of this at all tiecessary In
the discussion. Admit that she was,
and *till the murder was one of the foul-
est crimea ever perpetrated In thls coun-
ty.
Now, the outset, I would most re-
spectfully ask, (hies proteetion neces-
sarily imply the ItIlliiig of a human be-
ing? By no mese'. While I have a
legal mud just right to protect my wife
ur 1 !rave no right upon the face
of God's earth to slay the man alio may
molest them. If they are being Imposed
upon, if their lives are being hat aded,
I may have a right to commit murder,
provided I can not save their liVee with-
out doing so. In moot cases, however,
a man may most easily and convenieetly
protect himaelf and family without mur-
der, abd no other than an idiot would
assert that protection necessarily imply.
murder.
It. is evident that said negro man cou d
have protected his wife; he could have
saved her life without committing the
heitious crime. He should have done
so. The killing was, agreeably to my
information, decidedly unjustitiable (as
about 99 per cent. ot the murders are).
Had Oda not been true, the ease would
have been entirely different. A man
ought to protect hie wife; but he ought
also to have his wits and hid senses about
him when he does. The gallows or con-
finement in the penitentiary for life is
the retnedy when a inan dots not care or
k now w hat he does.
The terms "bell defense" and "pro-
tection" Wive been 60 shamefully abused
that a large part of the people do not
really know what they wean. In a
nut-shell-if I can not Preeerve my own
life, or the life of my %He or child,
without murdering my neighbor, I ant
justified in murdering. This murder-
ing busineee has beeu su long tolerated
and w Inked at, that it has almost become
etcond nature with eome people. If tate
proper aethorldee would enforce the
law and mete outhistice to all, the come
try would certainly be greatly benefited.
Ad little as lite been rald or thought
about it, a woad serious state of affairs
now exists, and has lotig existed In our
county. Whoee life is safe? Why, the
lives of the most peaceable citizens are
in danger. lo reality, the lawless man
Is better protected titan the goo] cid-
•
I cannot, for my life, see how it was
that the negro, Parioh, was acquitted,
justified and commended fur murdering
young Taylor. I give expresalou to my
honest opinion and conviction. Being
a citiaen of tide free, civilized and intel-
ligent qpintry, I take the liberty of ',ey-
ing theee few words In behelf of justice,
Istupanity and right. I write three ex-
presslosis not because the murderer was
a negro. A negro has a right to defend
lig person, his property, his rights and
privileges just the same ars ally other
man. While I believe net in social
equality, mixed eehoolo, inter-marriage
of white and black, I believe in meting
out even-handed justice to all classes
and all colors; but I enter my solemn
protest against the killing of any human
being except In self-defense-not what
is commonly called self-defense.
G. D. S.
•
La-eu-pna has tonic and all other
effects which nature demands when she
s In distress.
M. Bernhardt Seethe, St. Sher, Milli.,
wouldn't be without La-cu-pl-a on any
consideration.
LIVING ON A DIME A DAY.
It Can be Dona end Perhaps It Would
be Better If More People Did It.
"How tO Live and Thrive on a Dello
per Day" may stand a.s the text for this
talk. It certainly can be done and,
though the experiment may he unieviting.
it is certain that weld health is nearer
akin to the simplea diet than to the
costliest.
Now as to the laboring num and hie
proteine. Tell him that three-fourtla uf
hie a-eight is water and that to et-attire
the day 'a waste he has to take food. t
fourths of which must be water and the
remainder flesh forming. heat giving and
bone making substance+, anti he will
ineleraturel the cam better. Give him a
table of food, analyzed to allow just how
much heat giving, flesh forming and
mineral mutter there is in eoch food and
he will soon take as deep mi haereet in
what ho eats because of its worth to him
as herons., of its taste. When he thule
out, as he can in half an hour, that only
twenty-four parte in every 100 of butch-
er's meat count as flesh formers, tho rest
being water, but that front seventy-five
to ninety parts out of every 100 in dried
peas, livens, oat and wheat meals and
clexise are nutritia aus and only ten to
twenty-five parts waste water. he from
that moment begins t ) use his common
sense in feeding It8 he does in earning his
living. The popular rule is never pay
any heed to the feeding value of our diet:
let us cultivate a glorioust ignorance of
the purpose of foods. and go in might anal
main for palate ticklers and devil take
the dyspepsia. Pity lie &can't.
Just n faet or two as appetizers. The
great Peninsular and Oriental Steamehip
company eel, loy East Indian coolies to
do the hardt st work on their steamers
because they are stronger, healthier and
stand the climate better than English-
men, and becauee-not bebig meat eaters
-their diet costs only six cents per day.
There are miners in the English coal pits,
the bards-as workers in the Land, who
have not asten any kiwi of meat for
years. I em not a vegetarian, yet I ex-
perimented for one whaale year without
tooting flesh or gravy in any form, and
all the time my health was perfect anti
my weight increased. The dock porters
of Constmitinople carry heavier burdena
250 pounds and upward, more easily
than the hilorere of England or America.
yet their main diet is bread and figs. and
yet they are teetotal and vegetarian. The
laborers in Spain live chiefly on bread
met onions and are marvelously sal mg.
I knew tut eminent lady who, for forty
years. had never tasted meat. She was
a marvel of mental and playsicnIstrength.
Another author friend kept his health
and lin average wei,ght of 16'0 pounds on
a diet that never included meat, the
average cost of his [nod being only six
cents per day. Another, a well known
literary man who helot as beefy os n
butcher, was, when hist I met him, in
his eighth year of strict eh-tine-nee from
flesh. Another friend, a hard liternry
worker. has been praetierdly a life long
vegetaxian, but lie looks too ahriveled up
to be a champion specimen.
What would be a good diet for thoee
who do not need to study their purses
yet who would like a simple, healthy and
enjoyable dietary? To such I 400ll say
drop the heavy meat breekfast right
away. Not that meat is bad, but it is not
the best Iu start the day on. It
the stomach, indisposta us for headwork
and often leads to that other downright
mischievous stupidity, the 11 o'clock
beer or cocktail. The second evil IS taken
ta. cure the first. as if two black' eyes aro
better than one. Bread (not the sooiled
white stuff, but the natural dark colored
wheat as ground). tea or cocoa, eggs and
the hundred and one non-thsh dirties,
with a little fish and as much fruit as you
That'e a model meal, experietace
will prove.
Talking of fish, the more the better.
Pound for pound it is as nutritious as
flesh, though it doesn't team to fill us so
fully. and its chemical value ia far above
that of meats. when I have extra hard
brain work to do. sity an average of
twelve or fourteen News for two or throe
weeks at a stretch, I knock ia meats en-
tirely and eat all the fish I can. Result.
perfect health and strength and no head-
aches.
For dinner, fish, soups a am not ex-
cluding meat, though soups can be made
without it that taste Just the same mid
are quite as good every waye puddings,
tleasert. If any one cares to prove for
Iiiinself how little the flesh dishes on hie
dinner table arc necensary to him, let
him just reverse the et tunes, beeinning
with tire fruit, then cheese mid crackers,
the puddings, etc. 1 warrant ho will
turn up his now at the meat wlien He
comes to _it, ho won't miss it the
learn.
A horse is almost as strong. ETivift,
healthy and handsome as a twodegged
man, anal they both have the same inter-
nal machinery; the one eats Ixe,f and en-
joys dyspepsia, the other avoids it and
flourishes. Ten cents' worth of wheat,
oatmeal, rice, fruit, huttenuilk, broad,
cheese, onions or petitions of several of
these will enable a man to do his or-
dinary day's work at least as well as any
other aseortment ttf food he can buy for
$1.-Richniond Va.) Dispatch.
Theory Concerning Gray
I have a theory regarding preventing
gray hait which I think is tit W. At least
/ have not heard anylxwly else advance it.
It is this. that when the head attaches!
by di/lease either one of three things must
pive wuy: the bride. the hair or the color
of the hair. If the hair given way the
matt beroilleS lgthl; it the ef 'hoe of the
hair yieltls then prematurely gray liair la
induetsl. It is ealey to nee thin. either of
theme results Is prefernble to the failure nf
tile brain, end of ell theist it is leiter that
the hair slieuld turn gray than that the
brain aleaull weaken or the subject be-
cone bald. Vitutag mot with grey hair
may Iltel coneiderable consolatiaan in this
theory of mine if they cannot 111141 any-
thing else in it.--Dr. C. H. Hurshes in
Globe-Democrat.
a 
Two Valuable Mitre% Dells.
There are twe rhumb bells at Messina,
Mexico. that are saluable. They were
cast in 1775, and it is add that just iefore
the casting was made at least $1,000
worth of gold and silver jewelry was
dropped into the molten masts of metal by
the devout, who thought thus to propiti-
ate their patron aaints. The bells are to
be melted and the yrecious metals revers
cred. -Now Yet* geue
ln Brief, A ud to the Point.
1/mewl's Is dreadful. Disordered
liver Is misery. Indigestion is a foe to
good nature.
The human digestive apparatus is e
of the most complicated and wonderful
things iii existence. It is easily put out
of order.
Greasy food, tough food, gloppy food.
bed cookery, mental worry, late hours,
irregular habits, an I many other things
whith might not to be, have made the
A memoir' people u tuition of dyepeptics.
But Greeine Auguot Flower has done
a wonderful work reforming tide sail
Imainess awl making the American peo-
ple so healthy that they can enjoy their
mettle end be happy.
lientem4er:-No liappitiA5 ithout
heelth. But Green's August "'slower
briliga health and happier me to the Dvs-
peptic. Ask sour druggiots for a bottle.
Seveety-tive cents.
•
The 1,11.or day parade in Chie.zo was
very entertalenag. Tbe prominent tea-
tures were inert dceked beta !cloth
siik hats and gold bra ri
banners Mot-fibril, "We Want Bread,"
•
11 ii 
 
testi ials are in ie. reliable
awl If ani ill send ) tier mime aim oil-
areas we will semi statements of limn-
b. re of the beat eltIZ die Of Nashville re-
garding the a onalerfid cures effected b)
the Ethiopian Pile Oilitnient. Slants-
( tctured by It mitten Root Medicine Co.,
Naaliville, Tenn. For sale by all drug-
gist...
Some parties out lit Halifax have seen
a "celeatial elephant." it is mat staled
Ito w many more drinks it takes to isee a
•oselentirl elephant" them to witness, two
inoona et oou
One oflien. Forrest's Old ilea Lucky.
anuouticetl, Mr. 55'. A. Barnhill, of
this city. held one-tent li of ticket 2O,116,
that drew $50,000 tlie August .Iraw-
lig of The Ssate Lottery, and
received hie money--$5,000-promptly
through the First National Bulk of this
city. He is an old nixie 55 years of age
and proisees to nomege Ills fortune ao
as to easy, and experietwes Ise W tit
the worries of life as possible. Ile aervell
thromirit the late war on Get]. N. B. For-
reat's staff mill made a good, soldier
Pereistent end patient hive-Ong of one
dollar each month lo the 1,o111814.ot
Steve Lottery, and th it the practice lie
has kept up so lung, he peoposis to coe-
tinue.-Jackson (Fenn.) Tribune 'aid
Sun, Aug. 26.
WHAT KILLS Hi ER1CANS.
-Ejlardeakwittr_
TOI....lea I irt .1:0 dr -4
..o.earl fassiess
The alarming dis.asc of this
county-7: is Ley ins ty anti
prostration. - fvv.,4 under
many 1,:lt it is esPen-
tially the aftt.i!
Haspita'..4 :•:-irste institu-
tions tor 1.• za-ous yma:Lents are
crowded. The MT r!1••ige of life
in the Uni7A is de-
creasing every year. Sudden
deaths from nerv•ms collapse
among our businefs, profess-
ional and public men are
frequent as scarcely to excite
remark. The majority of sui-
cides, cownyitted without ap-
parent rea.son, or under so-called
"depression of sp:rits," are
really prompted by nervous
prostration, which is a fruitful
source of insanity and crime
with all ti,eir grief and horror.
These facts are startling.
They tlffeaten the very life of
the nation. They nssail the
springs of its power and pros-
perity. They wreck manhood's
strength mid woman's useful-
ness and beauty.
Every one should know the
causes. What are they The
answer is easy and terribly
plain: Our vicious personal
habits• our carelesa arm lawless
eating and drinking; the in-
tense mental and physical strain
arising from our mad race after
money,- position and influence;
the fears and struggles of pov-
erty; the use of -narcotics and
stumil.ants; our fa,lsion of
turning day into right and
night into day; and, briefly,
our desnerate willingness to
pay any price for au hour's
pleaFayre or success. So we
buru life's candle at both ends
and fill the lunatic asylums
and the graveyards.
The, disease from we
suffer and die is, in plain Eng-
lish, Nerrons Dyspepsia, as it
is seated in the Nerv,s and in
the orpms of Digestion, Assim-
ilation anti Nutrition. flealthy
digestion be: rupo--ied or des-
troyed, the whole body, nerves
included, is Icterally .sturved ;
even when there is no emaci-
ation to tell the sad story.
N ervous prostration sends
out its warniy7s:-hendache
in the nforniri:; a persistent
dull heaviness or aching at the
base of the brnin ; w tt kef ul 'less ;
loss of petite :Ind disgust with
food; of 'Mental energy and
interest in ordi6nry duties and
busitiesF; rest'. ,-..:,:yess and. anx-
iety NviCaout auy assignable
reason; erue:.ations; bad
breath ; foul,,mucous on the
teeth; t-2essional giddiness;
palpitation of the heart; sal-
lowness of the skin ; coated
tongue and gradual failure of
strength and ambition.
The remedy is a total aban-
donment of the habits and cus-
toms which cause the disease
in each individual case, and the
use.of &lake:- Extract Of POOf.4
(Seigel's Syrup) to cure the
mischief a:ready done. This
great retredy,-prepared by the
Shaker Community of Mt. Leb-
anon, N. V., is especially adapt-
ed to eradicate /siervous Dys-
pepsia. To do this it acts
directly and gently but power-
fully upon the disordered stom-
ach, liver and kidneys, restor-
ing their tone and vigor, pro-
moting the secretion of bile, ex-
pelling waste matters from the
systeiii,anti purifying the blood.
Upon the IlerV011e system
Shaker Extrrtet(Seigel's Syrup)
acts as a safe and wholesome
anodyno without the slightest
narcotic efl'ect, and then leaves
the nerves to regri:11 the:r nat-
ural tone and strength through
its evonderful influence upon
the function of nutrition.
It is safe to say more nerv-
ous dyspeptics have been re-
storeti by it from the depths
of misery to a fresh enjoyment
of life and labor than by any
or all other forms of treatment
POIIII
Peaky Fish-bar Joints.
CASK Y, KY , Oet. 5, 1887.
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M hot Kitts Whitaker spent Sunday at
I). Watson attended the 'larks-
tobeceo sales Tuesday.
Hart Bexley is spending sort rul days
ith friend' at St Charles.
31 r obit Flower, of Logan county,
was the guest 01 Matt. Winfree Sunday.
Mrs. Lee Watson raj turning at
.Daweoti Springs.
ieees Mollie and Lena Laca returned
from Nashville Saturday.
SEss Carrie Wintree is the gueot of
her brother, G. W. Winfrey, tine week.
r. .1. Brasher return* f oin
eastern trip Friday.
J. W. Warned' h moved witk his
family to "Igloe," where lie will live
next .3 ear.
Capt. Mike Hurley et-tome-Hest eek
loam a rank to friend's at Is alright'', Ky.
Dr. Ino- terti am! Mies Katie aueeded
the fair Friday last.
Dr. J. K. Ifarri.; rind family have
moved and mew occupy their resnienee
on mirth NI alti Street.
Chas .1 at-itSon, e the little
folks visited Mrs. .1 ...k.ou'a lather id
lielview, a few day• ago
Mrs S Wardeld and NI ht. Carrie
W itt field at tended the W Wallace
ardiling There ley.
The VerILIble }tip V tit W nee le ttiade
ept.earaoce here Tuesday. Ile had hie
ihehlite kengulgeiet.
speMitrts1..41:::ee:17aylitt":i htli llopkinsvIre friende
Mrs I.. A. A abrottlka, from A lame
Teen., Wie at the S adult Tuesday on
f leek y pool NI rs A 1 i‘ e
Hancock. were the guests of Mrs. Lee
q mite, Tuestley.
The eery orgsti at the Iteptist S Othath
School Was te..te 1 Weloes ley 'tight
with gratif) hug reetilte.
?be Proper Rastas Danes.
The Nauteli girls arranged themselves
into a half circle, their scarlet costumea
forming a bright crescent terminating at
either end in a masa of spectators, whose
hull naked bodies. varying in color from
tittle olive to mahogany, were arrayed in
coAittnies actucely lesb ahowy than the
dancers'. The chaperone torn toms an
appropriate Nantell acoompaniment on a
drine with his fingers A.1141 four pretty
cork advance front the haLf circle and.
-favoring roe with a quartet of killing
smiles ntel a quartet of coquettish glanced
from thoir bright, dark eyes, they com-
mence to dance. An idea 'seems to pre-
vail in Occident:11 minds that the Indian
Nautch dance is a retry naughty thing,
but nothing is further from the truth.
Of course. it can be matk naughty, and.
tin doubt. often is. but then so can
a-tother form of innocent amusienient.
Tito limper anturch dance is a decorous
:led artistic performaece when properly
wed: the graceful inotione and elegant
itroportioes iff the human form, all les
VCS•Iled its lithe and graceful dancers, are
to be riewed with an roe purely artistic
arid critical as a Venus or other produc-
tion of the eculptor's atudio. Only the
Braioh matron wouhl consider a Nautch
donee in any- degree indecorous. The
four dancers take the Item of their red
garment between the thumb and finger
of the right hand, spreading its ample
folds into the figure of an open fan by-
bringing the outatreecixel arm almost oil
a k vet to the 'shoulder. A mantle of
teansparent nmslin, fringed with silver
elinelee, is worn about the head rail
a/emblem in alone inhere:U*11.4 grace-
ful manner Std the mantilla of the Span-ish senorita. Raising a portion of this
aloft in the left halal and keeping the fan
intact with the right. the dancers twirl
around and change position each
other. their supple tigures eneanwhile es-
smiling a variety of graceful inutioua and
poetures from tnne to titne. Nom they
imitate the spirnl movements of a serpent
climbing around and upward on an im-
aginary pole; again they tursunie a charm-
ing posture. their duaky countenances
half hidden in seeming coquetry behind
the muslin mantle. the Lorge reel fau
waved gently to and fro, tha feet untnov-
ing, but the undulating motions of the
body and the tremor of the Lnilat surlicine
to jingle the tiny ankle bells.--IndiaCor
Iloaton Ikralde
On the hammit of Meant Slisate.
The wind and cold wenn ao &were thol
our stay on the aunt- on was eborter than
one coital wish: le-a-ever, one hour F-
atima as got 41 an tV o for a scene to wiltoll
weeks clink' not du justice. Northern
California and pat of Oregon Loy eproad
out hke a great bird's eye map. To the
southeast. iseventy-flve miles au-ay. the
&nowt( of Lassen 's peak Names! a ini te near.
and far beyond it are viaible the Whitt,
tope of other peaks in the grmt Sieren4
at an equal distance nornitlio lesu-
tiful symmetry of Mount Pat Orearn
shows white above the Cans:ova
direct' ridge after ridee fur leagues be-
yond. Beyond the noosed and broken
ranges toward the most tlet air is cloudy,
anti we are unable to see the Piwific. Tie
valleys at our feet ftre SO ettlfiLy that the
lower Fart of our view is Hindi linlited.
The view of Mount Shasta itacif is grand
beyond deacription. 1Vest of us, more
than half a mile lower, anti two or tbree
lades distant. is the great crater of the
mountain. More than half of the great
rim is sot intact-a hat is left of a laiste
bowl a Wk. in diaineter. whnee ble ileums
to have been burst out las- its molten con-
tents. In other directients. from the sante
rnit, great eerrated ridges of nick stretch
down into the forest; while between the-in
ever narrowing ansas of snow c-xtend for
miles to meet the tn es. .like guards to
keep the green front infringing on its
white domain. Foam our great height
the lower purt of the snow, steep though
it reelly is, laoke nearly level. GS do the
wooded elopes and valley-s beyond; and a
tee:sing cloud looks the sunshine like a
white sheet spread en the dark green
carpet t:f pinett. -F. C. Freeman in Over-
land Monthly.
Chao.. fittionser end FrItusda.
Stlr.mt wa.s very cart in! of the fad-
ines of his personal friends. many of
whorn (rot-agreed emphatically with him
on political subjects. Some of them were
not of the Same party with himself; aoine
were not of tho same wing of the party.
After President Grant and his cabinet be-
came estranged :root the senator. certain
of his friciels failed to follow him.
Among them was the journalist. 3Iaj.
Ben: Purley Poore, who, ia his lettere
and telegrams. took strong ground for
the preaident and agaimst the senator.
The contest at toe time was exceedingly
bitter, and -Perley '8" diapatches reflected
the degree of acerbity felt by the presi-
dent's friends.
Suniner's friends were inclined to takeitie with the journalist, holding that the
tone of letters was incompatible with
his persons:1 relations toward the senator,
and brought them to Stuuner'm attention.
lie would hear just enough of them to
know what waa being spoken tat and
then, if *he paper had been handed him.
would thtow it into the waste lrabket. ex-
elaiminy ••1 like him too well tortild his
letters.' Ile was once :asked, oliow can
you like hint when he spoke of you in
such terms?" and his relay Wats: • •I like
the penson. not llie writer; I do my dins:
as I ace it: let /IOU 110 his tut Ite eves it.
Why E.:1,mM we quarrel?''-.1rtiold
Burgos J4•Immni in The Cotaimpolitan.
The 11 's Awkward Galt.
Releaeed upon the ground the hearers
make with n (-tweets aluulibling gait.
a compound of 'shuttle rind n WM/inc.
with a atroug tendency to foil forward
apan the mao at every step. On clews
.atautination tie. enure. of the unetr.uwful
style of locomotion was found to he two-
!eel; first. their hind legs were at least
ene third lonoer than their fore lege, the
extra length being in the feutur; tins'
becontily, the,- were digitig-ratie in front.
and plintigrade behind. or. as our French
cook. Francois. expnesed it: °Ze front
ligue, he go teaptoe. cornme de dome-, or
le chat; ze behind ligue, he make walk
fLat foot- pied a terre- like ze hair, or ze
man.'" If one will try to walk esti all
fours. until the soles of the feet and the
tips of the, fingers touching the ground,
he mil have a tolerably fair idea of
beaverine ,motion.-IE P. Alford in
Outing.
Canada's population is estimated at
7,0U0,CUO.
hever Falls.
Mr. S. M. Johnson, WaIntit Grove,
Miss., writes: "Title certifies that for the
past several years I have been using
Hughes, Tonic In my family tor chills
and fever, anti have found it to be the
beat remedy I ever used. It has not
failed In • single instance.
Prepared by It. A. Robinson & Co ,
51'holesale Druggiste, Louisville, Ky.
Sold at retail by Druggiste generally. -
It Is Mild that Civil-service Commie--
sinner Oberly threatein to resign hie
'trice and retire front poiftical life.
BLOOD POISON.
Three years ago I contracted 11100.1 0011110),
applied IA) a phIsielan at once anti his treatment
came n ar killing me I 4•1111•10Ve as oil pby.1-
elan and the,i went Ky I then went t Ilot
.prings and remained two months, but nothing
eeemed homer me permanently, although :cm-
pirary relief wa. given 10C costiaion
grew deeperate and •ppliert tn a note quack,hut I did not improve I then tuted a prepera -ion e inch wee erearribed "gratis." but it con-
- mined too maeli Crew,' att'l i waled iny aut.teeing's. I then placed myset under ihe treat-
rush t ef a fused Nashville pliyeician and for •
4)4,4 114.00411•041 )01) by I in I retilvne.1 home
a iuilsed titan plomerdly and nnanciaat, Withhut little pempeeis of ever getting welt. My
11)011,y being exhauxted. I not know what to
do. In May, tw...1. m ther persuaded nie
g•et holt ,e ..f B. 14. made in 3 tiantit' and I
dot ro td irr tidy her. but to my toter estitilen
mein I hail not finished the firet bo. tie before
every Mc r had been healed.
To the preeent time I hate Heed fIt'r 1•0!tlee
and hare receive-I more benefit than frem All
r et route led; nod I am satisfied that B. H.
It. 1, ;he in et wonderful lemel purifier ever be-fore known, awl urge all MTh. i young mento try one oingle loott:e and Ire I
ran truly Gay think it the Mee meehrine in the
world. 1. If A I.I.EKTIO‘lisean, May I. lien.
VERY NERVOUS.
Yor in•ny ".r.t I hare been afflicted withItheumatiern ...tithined with some mnKeyird,m.noweuy;
eTrn;ualield el srelinudllegnefta i‘i'eufne:alil elYaViht--,etrti;
anti my %hole syrtem was itrostrated. Several1.11)1w:tens were employed and numerous pa-
cienrt.m.e.ilnir,in.;.,-,inorilimiiiyrti-teil.ttoina, usittuTit.,tetikwinurnautt.g
wonderful merit 14. II It. I eotnineneed its
use awl the effete wkai,s mariegreic.reiti.7,.uinantied
[met Fri 151 aftertionti a large it'll iiTyl:edione.lairuil'ottai"inproved at °nee an.1 I cheer.
full of teleweo beim-ling to Mr. Wilipt•011 *enV"mtnend t'""tintu'r""1,117•7;t7i:i.r.
Henry caught tire, anti, b,alltlIng with At‘laduta".1.G.it., May 4. Iten.1"
the oti, was etittri I) 
coll."1"". TO THE PUBLICIleory was ebeelat at the time. Tile
loos is q site a aerlo is one and Mr.
ha. the sympathy of hi* frienats and ,
eighlyins. Oen Ilicaesisy.
1.s-eti pi a is not (oily unexcelled but All who dr•ire full infornottion about the
; to quailed aa al,1 to fiat ure in all rouse etire Wool Ins, scrofula and
"11u:est-ire:a loiraici•itst.ress‘el.lironle Iigseilain of
• nem. Et it ey l'oniplainte„ at •rrh. etc , can se.
,;i..:aturetfi,u;)Illattiits..wte‘1%Isi;i:71:41y,'Ir7lefire,10:irs.,rirti; {Oltenia-
the ini =
*8 in the cases of g rs, w. I wonderful Ala startii-g proof erer beforethe Lungs,
Reynolds, New Lisbon, 0. 
I knows. addrses, BLOW) RAAtil.allutcat,/ti..4.
•
CHARLOTTE. N. C. April XI, ISM
After twice B. IL B. tinheeitalingle statethat it did more good fir my Kidney t.omnlaint
511 other 1•1•014•411.4 4.00,6111441, Its action is
opeedi and 1 eheerfti ly recommend it for hid-
e .y DerAngentents T. B. t.:•LLAII•N.
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